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EXECUTIVE SURDIARY 

The iiew York City Housing and Seighborhood Information System CNyCH.&IS) is an 
Internet-based data source that allows users to access and analyze a wide range of data on 
the city and its neighborhoods. A3THAKIS contains more than 1,500 variables, which 
can be analyzed at various geographic scales and presented as tables, maps, and graphs. 
Besides providing online access to housing and neighborhood data, hYCXANIS also 
features a forum for on-line discussions with the Commissioner of the New York City 
Department of Housing Presenation and Development (HPD), and Internet-based 
bulletin boards on which users can ask HPD staff and other housing and community 
development experts questions on a variety oftopics. 

hYCH.WIS was developed by the Furman Center for Real Estate and Urban Policy, at 
the Xew York Lniversity School of Law: with financial support kom the U.S. 
Depmment of Commerce’s Technology Opportunity Program, and other sources. \\'ark 
on the web site commenced in March 2003 and was completed in January 2004, when the 
site became available to the public. 

This report documents hXCHAXIS’s development and assesses its first nine months of 
operation through September 2001. The evaluation is based on web-semer data, an on- 
line survey of users: in tenkvs  with key individuals involved in the progam’s 
development and implementation, and hvo focus groups with users from city government 
and nonprofit housing and community organizations. The main findings are as follows. 

Project Implementation 

The Furman Center originally planned to complete the hYCHANIS web site by May 
2004. The web site was not completed, however, until January, 2004. The main reasons 
for the delay included: (a) it took longer than expected to select a contractor to develop 
and maintain the web site; and (b) unreaIistic initial expectations of the time required to 
develop a Tseb site of >”iCHAkXIS’s complexity and scope. A prototqpe of the web site 
was completed by September 2003. The subsequent three months were spent refining the 
site to improve its appearance and ease of use. The Furman Center gave NYCH..\_UIS a 
“soft opening” in January: when it w-as made available to the public, but not publicized. 
The site becam? much better known on February 6“, xvhen the .Vav York Times ran an 
article on YYCH-QTS. That day alone brought more than 2,900 people to the 
NYCH.L\r\;IS web site. 

One aspect of NYCH-&LIS fell short of expectations. In addition to the interactive data 
base with capacities for producing tables. maps, and graphs: hiCHXYIS also offers an 
“Information Exchange.” This feature consists of a series of bulletin boards and an 
Electronic Town Hall. The bulletin boards allow users to ask HPD questions on a range 
of topics pertaining to housing and community de>-elopment, though one bulletin board 
focuses specifically on XYCHAKIS. The Elec.tronic Town Hall proxides a real-time 
conversarion tvith the Commissioner of HPD. Originally: A’I’CHANIS planned to hold 
six Town Hall meetings with the commissioner during the eiyaluation period. However, 
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due in part to a changeover in commissioners in March 2004, only one town hall session 
took place, and that occurred near the end of the evaluation period on September 22. 
Another factor that slowed the implementation of the Town Halls was the unanticipated 
need to modify the software iKYCH.W-IS had acquired for this purpose. Partly because 
of the delay in starting up the Towm Halls, the bulletin boards set up for the Information 
E.xchange saw very little use during the evaluation period. 

Usage Patterns and Trends 

From January 2004 through the end of September, a total of 10,115 people “visited” 
hYCH.%XTS and executed a total of 15,690 “sessions.” However, these figures, recorded 
by hYCHXXIS’s computer server, exaggerate the extent to which people actually used 
the system. In order to go beyond \YCHANIS’s home page and download data, users are 
required to register by providing their names, zip codes, e-mail addresses, and other 
information. As shown in Table 1, a total of 5,068 people registered for NYCKkXIS, 51 
percent of the visitors that clicked onto the hTCH-ASIS home page. Similarly, while the 
web server recorded a total of 15,690 sessions during the nine-month evaluation period, 
nearly half were too brief to download any data or produce maps or other output. Table 1 
shows that 56 percent of total sessions extended for one minute or longer and 57 percent 
involved more than three page views. (It takes a minimum of four page views to yield 
any output). In absolute numbers: then, the 5,068 registered users executed 8;700 to 8,900 
sessions that lasted for more than a minute or extended beyond three page views. 

Table A 
Summary of NYCHANIS Usage, January to September 2004 

Total Users 10,115 

Total Registered Users 
Percent Registered Users 

5,068 
50.7 

Total Sessions 15;690 

Total Sessions Longer than 1 Minute 
Percent Session Longer than 1 Minute 

8,729 
55.6 

Total Sessions Involving More Than 3 Page views 
Percent Sessions Involvinc More Than 3 Page Views 

Source: Bowne Management Systems, Inc. 

8,934 
56.9 

Nearly h*-0 thirds (61.5 percent) of the sessions that took place on h iTHA\IS  during 
the evaluation period involved individuals who used the system only once. The remaining 
33.5 percent of the sessions involved “repeat users“ who used A’iCHrtUIS two or more 
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times. However, when sessions lasting less than 10 seconds are excluded from analysis 
the percentage of sessions involving one-time-only users drops to 45.5 percent and the 
percentage in\Jolving repeat users rises to 54.5 percent. 

Focusing just on sessions lasting one minute or longer, NYCHXKIS saw an average of 
36 sessions per day during the evaluation period. Usage was greatest in February, 
especially in the week following the publication of the Xew York Times article. By May: 
it had receded to an average of about 15 sessions a day and, with the exception of Auqst. 
remained at about that level for the rest of the evaluation period. 4 similar pattern 
prexJailed for sessions involving four or more paze views. 

Jan fl 

Figure A 
Average Number of Daily Sessions Extending Beyond One Minute 

or Three Page Views 
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All but 18 (1.3 percent) ofhYCH.WIS's 1;395 data indicators wzre dolvnloaded at least 
once during the nine-month evaluation period. Users downloaded 37 variables 500 or 
more times and 199 variables 250 or more times. The indicators used most often pertain 
to population and demographics, housing values, and housing stock. 

User Profile 

A wide range ofpeople used ATCK\iIS during the nine-month evaluation period. The 
suney found that about three-fifths of the site's users were men and two-fifths women. 
Individuals in their 20s: 30s, and 50s each constituted about one-quarter of the 
respondents, while users in their 40's made up about one-sixth of the respondents, and 
those 60 and older comprised one-tenth. Searl!- 60 percent of the users had gaduate 
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degrees and an additional quarter had undergaduate degrees. Most users rated their 
computer skills as intermediate or higher. 

The largest number of users, 23 percent, came to NYCHANIS out of personal interest 
and not because of their work. The next largest proup, 14 percent, consists of government 
workers; followed bq students and academics (12 percent each). Individuals from 
nonprofit housing organizations-the targeted audience--comprise nine percent of all 
users. 

Survey respondents most often used hiSCKANIS for research reports and market 
analyses, followed by advocacy. student projects, real estate development proposals, 
policy memos and program planning. 

User Satisfaction and Suggestions for Improvement 

The vast majority of respondents are satisfied with XYCH-XVIS. The sun-ey asked users 
to rate their satisfaction with the site‘s overall ease of use: its facility for producing 
tables, maps, and gaphs, and with the site overall. Only a handful of respondents 
expressed dissatisfaction by these measures. However, while most respondents were 
satisfied with hXCH.AKTS; the level of satisfaction was mostly moderate. For example, 
while 38 percent of the respondents were satisfied with YYCHAkYIS overall, and 32 
percent were very satisfied, onl>- six percent said they were extremely satisfied. There 
\\..ere few differences in the degree of satisfaction among different t p e s  of users. 
Panicipants in NETHAKIS’s three training sessions also expressed a high degree of 
satisfaction. 

In nx:o open-ended questions. the sun-ey asked respondents to identify what they see as 
h7;CHXYIS’s main strengths and u-eaknesses. Most respondents emphasized the breadth 
and accessibility its data as the system’s principal strength. The most frequent criticism of 
hXCHAGIS, by far, concerned the difficult); of learning to use the system and 
inadequate ease of use. Specific suggestions for improving hXCHX\IIS included the 
inc.lusion of additional neighborhood indicators and new ways of presenting and 
organizing the site’s existing data, suc.h as by making data more consistently available at 
different geographic scales. 
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IXTRODUCTION 

The Xew York City Housing and Seighborhood Information System 

(hTCHANIS) is an Internet-based data source that allows users to access and analyze a 

wide range of data on the city and its neighborhoods. hYCHASIS contains more than 

1,500 variables, w~hich can be analqzed at various geographic scales and presented as 

tables, maps, and graphs. Its purpose "is to allow a wide variety of users to gain access to 

previously unavailable data and manipulate the data according to their personal and 

professional needs. I" Besides pro\-iding online access to housing and neighborhood data. 

hT7CHAYIS also features a forum for on-line discussions with the Commissioner of the 

Kew l-ork City Department of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD), and 

Intzmet-based bulletin boards on which users can ask HPD staff and other housins and 

community development experts questions on a eariety of topics. 

hYCH-4YIS was developed by the Furman Center for Real Estate and Urban 

Policy, at the Sew York University School of Law. hYCH-GXIS builds on a previous 

initiative of the Furman Center, its annual report on The Slate ofXeit. York Cit?;'s 

Homing urrd.\ecgt'iborhoods. First published in -7001 I this report includes text: tables, 

maps, and charts on a wide range of topics germane to the city's housing and 

neighborhoods. The report is mailed to several hundred organizations and is available as 

a PDF file on the Furman Center's web page. One limitation of the report format is that 

practitioners. policy makers, researchers, students, and other potential audiences are 

constrained in how they can present and manipulate its data. In order to create 

customized tables, maps; and charts, readers must manually enter the data from the report 

into a computer file for further analysis and formatting. In addition, users are constrained 

' SYCHAYIS Insmcrion Manual. ?OM: p. 1 
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by the geographic scales and data categories provided in the report; they are unable to 

choose the paranieters that best fit their needs. 

hTCHXVIS \vas desiged to provide the flexibility that was lacking in the 

F m a n  Center's annual reports on the State 0f.Vei.u Yor-k City's Hoitsing and 

Xerghborhoods. It provides data on the same variables covered in the report-as well as 

on other variables nor included. It allows users to download data at the scale they require 

and giT-es them the opportunity to present this information in customized maps and other 

exhbits. 1T-CH.kVIS' goal is 'To provide housing organizations and community 

development corporations (CDCsj, as we11 as the general public, with the data they need 

to monitor nei&borhood conditions, plan programs that will improve their housing and 

neighborhoods, and obtain funding for their programs from competitive private and 

public sources."2 By making housing and nei&borhood data more readily accessible and 

usable, the Furman Center expects hTCHXVIS to allow CDCs and other housing 

organizations to spend less time on data collection and analysis and more time on 

program operations and strategic planning. 

This report documents 1YCHAUIS's  development and assesses its first nine 

months of operation. The evaluation is based on analysis of web-sen-er data, an on-line 

s w - e y  of users, intemiews with key- individuals involved in the program's development 

and implementation, and two focus groups with users from city go\wnment and 

nonprofit housing and community organizations. The server data. supplied by Bowne 

Management Systems, the administrator of the SiTiCH2AKIS web site. includes 

information on all users and sessions from January through September 2004. The-line 

' Furman Center for Real Estate and LTrban Policy. Technolog? Oppomnin Program Grant Proposal 
Marzh 2002, p. 2 
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survey was carried out in October, 2004, shortly after the close of the evaluation period. 

A11 registered users were sent e-mails inviting them to participate in the sun-ey. A total of 

208 people completed the sunre)'. The two focus groups were held September 28'? and 

October 1. The HPD focus goup included seven staff members. The focus group for staff 

from nonprofit housing and community development organizations was convened by the 

Association for Keighborhood Housing Development, a membership organization for 

community development groups in Xew York City. Seven individuals attended this 

session . 

The report is organized in seven sections. The first part describes SYCH.WIS's 

development and the chief challenges involved therein. The second part examines 

patterns and trends in the use of hTCH.lNIS during the nine-month evaluation period. 

The third part provides an oT-erview of I\k'CH.AKIS's users, including their demogaphic 

characteristics. their education, computer skills, and the capacity in which they use the 

program. The subsequent section examines the tqpes of data most often accessed through 

5TCH.lNIS and the importance of this data for the users' work. It also reviews the 

geographic scales most often used and the formats in which NYCH-kWS data are 

presmted. In addition, the section summarizes susgestions made by the sun-ey 

respondents for additional data indicators and for improvements in how the data are made 

available. The fifth section focuses on user satisfaction. Drawing from the sunze!: and 

focus goups: it examines several measures of satisfaction. Section six assesses 

YYCH.4XIS's efforts to provide training for the web site. Section seven offers some 

concludins observations. 
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PROJECT IMPLEI\.IEZITATION 

The Furman Center was awarded a TOP grant in September 2002 to develop 

hTCH.4XIS. The original expectation was that the web site would be completed by May 

2003. Homver, this deadline was soon pushed back to September 2003, and ultimately 

h?-CHAh-IS did not become available to the public until January 2004. 

There are several reasons w-hy- X7CHA4S1S’s development took longer than 

initially expected. First, problems obtaining data for the 2002 edition of the State of A’eielz. 

York Cih:’s Housing and Yeighboi-hoods delayed publication of the report, which in turn 

delayed the start of the NYCH-%VIS project. A second sonrce of delay \+-;as that it took 

longer than expected to decide on a contractor to d e s i g  and manase the web site. The 

Furman Center ultimately selected Benne Management Systems, an information 

technology and engineering firm based in L.ong Island. Bowne began work on 

~ C H . I N S  in March 2003. .After consulting with Bowne, the Furman Center soon 

decided that the original milestones for completing a web site of NYCHANS’s scope 

and complexit?.; were not realistic, and pushed back the completion date from May to 

September 2003. 

Bowne completed the initial design of the web site by June 2003. During this 

phase the firm prepared a “requirements document’’ which laid out the fimctions 

m C H X X S  was to perform. It then translated these requirements into a design using 

Lnified Modeling Language, a notation sy-stem for con%-ertins program requirements into 

text and diagrams that can be read by the client (Furman Center) and then converted into 

computer code. From June through August, Boxme xvorked to turn the design into a 

func.tioning web site. Collaborating with the Fuman Center and HPD; Bowne compiled 
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all the housing and neighborhoods data, developed the site’s mapping functions, and 

established the site‘s use interface. By the end of August Boxme had produced a 

prototype of the hTCHANIS web site. The next three months were spent refining this 

Xx-eb site. The Furman Center saw aspects ofthe prototype that needed improvement, to 

make SCYXISIS smoother and more intuitive to use. During the Fall of 2003, the 

Furman Center presented the prototype web site to members of the project’s advisory 

board, seeking suggestions for its improvement. The Furman Center used ths feedback, 

along with its staffs own impressions and ideas to suggest additional changes for Bowne 

to make in the content and design of LXCHXKIS. Boxme and the Furman Center went 

through several iterations in refining the web site. Each time Bowne completed a set of 

revisions. the Furman Center would review the website and make additional suggestions 

for Bowne to implement. While these revisions delayed the public release of 

hTCH.LUISI the Furman Center felt that the delay was worthwhile. .-kcording to 

Michael Schill; the director of the Furman Center until X u p t  2004, it was important to 

work out the kinks in the system. “We didn’t want to create a system that failed right 

away, so that people would not to go back.” 

NYCHANS was given a “soft public landing” the first nxek in January. 

Although open to the public, the Furman Center did not want to publicize its availabilitl- 

until it \vas confident that there were no additional problems to address. ‘:We didn’t want 

to get bombarded with hits and then find out that something was wrong [with the 

system]” explained Schill. He belie\-es the strategy worked in that there were not any 

computer crashes or other major problems during the month of J a n u q ,  or later when the 
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system sal- much heavier use. To Schill, it was more important to have the system 

"right" than to have it completed "fast." 

The soft opening drex to a close on February 6,2004, when the Felt: York Times 

published an article on lXCH.I\_UIS (see box). The site re@stered more than 3,000 

sessions on that day alone, and usage has remained well above January levels ever since. 

In addition to the .\,kit. York Times article, The F m a n  Center publicized hYCH&YIS by 

his$lighting it in the cover letter for the 2003 edition ofthe S a t e  of:Veew York Czr)..'s 

Housing and Xeighborhoorls, xvhich was mailed to 1,000 individuals and organizations in 

January 2004. The Furman Center also publicized lk'C€LLYIS through a press release 

and throuh presentations made at various meetings and conferences. 

A Portrait of a Neighborhood Is Now Just a Click Away. Dennis Hevesi, Xeew Yol-k 
Tinles. (Lats Edition (East Coast)). _, Xew York, Y.Y.: Feb 6;  2004. pg. B.8 

Copjright ;Yew York Times Companj Feb 6. 3004 

Want to know how many vacant lots are in your neighborhood? H O ~  steep the rent increases have been? 
The rate of morrgage ioreclosures? HOK many people live in "linpistic isolation'' jbureaucratese for "now 
Enplish speakers"j'? 

Under a nev  federally financed program anyone wanting to tap into a wealth of housing [and other) 
information about any of A-ew York City's neighborhoods -- \sould-be home buyers. renters, p o k y  makers 
or cornmunit>- advocates -- can 10% on at no charge to a simple-to-use Web site at \-vi~-\rnychanis.com. 

' 

i 

I 

I KYCH.\SIS stands for Xexv I-ork City Housing and Seighborhoods Information S p e m  and rhe Xeh site ' is the design child of Michael H. Shill. director ofthe Furman Center for Real Estate and Lrban Polis>- at 
P;ewYork University's School oflaw. and Denise Preriti. a former researcher at the center. It was 
financed by a S457.000 pram irom the United States Department of Commerce, wirb matching 
contributions from local foundations and banks. 

"The project is part of a national movement toward democratizing data," Professor Schll said. "The idea is 
rhat povemment agencies and private organizations collect huge amounts of information that averape 
people have no \%-a>- of accessing. Kith NXH.A\TS. anyone can have this data at their fingertips." 

Someone xvondering whether to buy a home in the Flushing or Whitestone sections of Queens. ior example. 
could readily discover that the inflation-adjusted median value for single-family homes in the community 
rose to $300,000 in 2002. from S?15,000 in 1999. From 1999 to 2002. the percentage of indixidually 
o m e d  housing units increased to 49.6. from47.2. .+pprosimately 60 percent ofthe area's housing \vas built I 
before 1960. with 22.5 percent built before 1939. the data show. 
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A Web searcher could dram: a social pomait ofthe neighborhood. In Flushing- h hi test one, for example, the 
percentage of students in public elementary and middle schools who performed at grade level or above in 
English rose to 60.5 in 2003. from 52.2 in 1999. Violent crimes dropped to 3.54 per 1.000 residenrs in 
2001; from5.81 incidents in 1990. 

Someone weighing whether to rent an apartment on the Cpper West Side could fmd that more than 76.5 
percent of the rsntal units in the neighborhood are rent-regulated in one form or another, leaving 23.2 
percent at market rate. From1 999 to 2002, the median rent for all apartments -- including regulated units 
and those in public housing -- rose by 10.3 percent to $950. If someone wants to buy an apartment on the 
Upper West Side. they could find that the inflation-adjusted median palue rose to 5600.000 in 2002; from 
S322.000 in 1999. 

! 
I 
~ 

I 
The Keb site offsrs 65 categories of mfonnanon about each neiaborhood. 

I 'Yot only can people download data tables," Professor Schill said. "they can create custom-made maps, 
I graphs. pie charti. 

"If a community group is concerned that subprime lenders are targeting minority communities, it can create 
a map showing whzrs subprime loans are most prmalent, then overlay where most minoriy families live." 

The statistics come from a hos; ofsourcss: Xew ?-ark City's Departments of Planning, Finance; Housing 
Preservation and Development and the police and, on the federal level, the Census Bureau and the 
Departments of Commerce and Education, as well as data collected in accordance with the Yational Home 
Mortgage Disclosure Act. 

Someone logging on can enter an adiress and obtain information based on the local censu tract; 
subborough area. community district. school district or police precinct. "It blsnds the housing data with 
digital maps of the city," said kchard .innitto, vice president of Borxme Irlanagement Systems; the 
company that designed the site. "It's the most complets source for housing statistics in the city." 

Ths Deparunent oiHousing Preservation and Development has already used it for policq- purposes. 
Because of our interest in homelessness. we mapped xvhere the overcrowded apartments are," said Harold l ' ,  Shultz, the depaamsnt's special counsel. 

Since hTCH-GIS became available to the public, the Furman Center and Bowne 

haix made few changes to the web site, most ofwhich concern the site's mapping 

functions. Xs necessary, updated data ha\-e also been added to the web site. Bowne's role 

in the project since January2004 has consisted mostly of monitoring the web site's 

performance, ensuring that the softmxe remains operational on a continuous basis. 

During the nine-month evaluation period the system failed hvice, both times because of 

electronic failures at Bon.ne's offices. The Furman Center's role shifted mostly to 

outreach and training. ;\s will bs discussed later in this report, the Furman Center 
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organized three training sessions during the summer of 3003 and prepared a training 

manual, which it posted on the h3THALLUIS web site as a PDF file 

I Key Stages and Milestones in AW-CHANIS's Development 

September 2002-Fman Center awarded TOP gant to develop h37CHA?YIS 

October to December 2002-Focus on completing annual report on State of Kew York ' 
City's Housing and Neighborhoods @art of the TOP grant). 

: January to March 2003-Sought and evaluated bids from 1:endors to provide cornpurer 
: services to develop _\P;CHALYIS web site 

~ site. 

I 

March 2003-Contracted with Bowne Management Systems; Inc. to develop the web 

March to June 2003-Developed web site design. Prepared "Requirements Document" 
specif>ing functions to include in hYCHX\TS and rranslated these requirement into a 
d e s i 9  using Unified Modeling L.anguage (LML). 

July through August 2003-Developed website prototEpe 

September though December 2003-Revised and refined web site, based on feedback 
from Furman Center. Held orientation sessions with members of advisory board. 

January 2OOC'Soft" public release of 3 ' C H A N S .  Password protection removed. 

February 6,2004-I\Jew York Times publishes article on XYCH.kVIS. Usage increases 

' 

1 immediately. 

' February to September 2OOrCCustom changes to lvebsite. Monitor web site 

! 

functionality. ensure that software is running on a continual basis. Training manual 
produced. Three training sessions held in summer. \%mal Town Hall held on Sept 2'7. ~ 

One aspect of h>-CH-\I\JIS fell short of expectations. In addition to the interactive 

data base with capacitiss for producing tables, maps, and graphs. hYCHANIS also offers 

an "Information Exchange." This feature consists of a series of bulletin boards and an 

Electronic To\m Hall. The bulletin boards allow users to ask the Kew York City 
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Department of Housing Pressmation and Development questions on a range of topics 

pertaining to housing and community development, thou$ one bulletin board focuses 

specifically on h’YCH-ANIS. The Electronic Town Hall provides a real-time conversation 

with the Commissioner of HPD. Originally, hYCHANIS planned to hold six Town Hall 

meetings with the Commissioner during the evaluation period. However: due in part to a 

changeover in Commissioners in March 2004, only one town hall session took place, and 

that occurred near the end of the evaluation period on September 32. .Another factor that 

slowed the implementation of the Town Halls \vas the unanticipated need to modify the 

sofiware hYCH.iTIS had acquired for this purpose. The s o h a r e  \\:as originally 

designed for unmoderated discussions, with participants sending questions directly to the 

Commissioner. The Furman Center; hon.e\-er, wanted participants to fonr-ard their 

questions to a moderator who would sort them into a logical sequence and weed out 

inappropriate m e s s a p  before sending them to the Commissioner for his response. 

The bulletin boards set up for the Information Exchange saw very little. if any. 

use during the Evaluation period. The only bulletin board to have more than one entry 

pertained to NlTH-\AIS itself-with 14 items. Those that focused on housing and 

community development issues remained inactive. The user sun-ey suggests that few 

people k n s ~  about ATCHANS‘s Information Exchange. Femr  than one-fifth of the 

respondents said they were aware of the Information Exchange, and an even smaller 

percentage had known about ths Town Hall meeting with HPD’s Commissioner. The 

same was true for the participants in the t s o  focus groups. hltogether, 18 people 

registered to participate in the session: along with an unknown number of “guests” who 

0 
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could read the questions and answers but were not permitted to ask any questions 

themselves. 

Several factors help explain the bulletin boards' inactivity. Most importantly, the 

bulletin boards were never promoted independently of NyCHA4NIS, and most of the 

attention given to h3-CHAYIS focused on its data base and the ability to display this 

information in a wide array of formats. For example, the ;Vew York Times article on 

NYCH;\NIS focused exclusively on the web site's ability to access data on housing and 

other neighborhood characteristics. The design of the web site might also have 

discouraged use of the Information Exchange: especially since users must create a 

separate log-on account to access this feature of YYCHXYIS. More likely, however, 

potential users w x e  disinclined to be the first person to post a listing on a bulletin board. 

The web site indicates how many items have been posted on each bulletin board. With 

almost all of them showing no postings; visitors ma); be reluctant to "break the ice'' and 

submit the first question. 

Michael Schill says he did not expect the bulletin boards to see much use until the 

Town Halls had started up. He thought that the opportunity to ask questions to HPD's 

Commissioner would attract people to the Information Exchange, where they would 

encounter the bulletin boards. With only- one Town Hall session, and that happening 

towards the end of the evaluation period, there was scant opportunity for people to 

discox-er the bulletin boards. He also points out that there are other internet-based bulletin 

boards on housing and community- development issues in Sew York City, which may 

limit the perceived demand for the Information Exchange. Whether the bulletin boards 

become active in the future will largely depend on HPD+n whether it will continue to 
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sponsor Town Hall meeting with the Commissioner, on its timely responses to queries 

posted on the bulletin boards, and its efforts to promote the Town Hall meetings and the 

bulletin boards. 

USAGE. P,ITTER\S AKD TREhDS 

From January 2004 through the end of September, a total of 10,115 people 

''visited" h3-CHAiXIS and executed a total of 15,690 "sessions." However, these figures, 

recorded by 1ZCKP;IS's computer server, exaxgerate the extent to which people 

actually used the system. In order to go beyond XYTHXXIS's home page and download 

data, users are required to register by providing their names, zip codes, e-mail addresses, 

and other information. As shown in Table 1, a total of 5,068 people regstered for 

WCH.UiIS, 51 percent of the visitors that clicked onto the hTCHANIS home page. 

Table 1 
Summary of NYCHANIS Usage, January to September 2004 

Total Users 
Total Registered Users 
Percent Registered Users 

Total Sessions Longer than 1 Minute 
Percent Session Lonpr  than 1 Minute 

Total Sessions Involving More Than 3 Page views 
Percent Sessions lnvolvinc More Than 3 Page Views 

Total Sessions 

Source: Bowne Managemen: Systems, Inc. 

10,115 
5,068 
50.7 

15,690 
8.729 

55.6 

8,934 
56.9 

Similarly-. while the web server recorded a total of l5;690 sessions during the 

nine-month evaluation period. nearly half ncr2 too brief to doivnload any data or produce 

maps or other output. Table 1 shows that 56 percent oftotal sessions extended for one 

minute or longer and 57 percent involi-ed more than three page viexvs. (It takes a 
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minimum of four page v iew to yield any output). In absolute numbers, then, the j 0 6 8  

registered users executed 8,700 to 8,900 sessions that lasted for more than a minute or 

extended beyond three page views. 

Usage Trends 

Although h?THANS was available for use by January 1,2004: it did not attract 

many visitors until February 6”, when the .%en. York Tzmes published the above- 

mentioned article. Usage escalated immediately thereafter. From February 1 through 5”; 

an average of six people per day used the b?iCH.WIS site. On the day of publication; 

2.943 people logged onto h?fCHAXS and initiated 3,326 sessions. Februaq 6 through 

February 13 saw far more use of YfCHANS than any other week in the nine-month 

study period, with a daily average of 829 users and 934 sessions. Indeed, Feb. 6’h alone 

accounted for 21 percent of all the sessions executed on WCH.kYIS, and the week of 

Feb. 6 to 1; accounted for 12  percent. Usage fell off during the final two weeks of 

February to a daily average of 80 users and 93 sessions. 

Usage never returned to the peak levels immediately following the publication of 

the Kew York Times article. On the other hand, it remained well above the volume 

preceding February 6t’. Fi-me 1 s h o w  average daily number of sessions and users per 

month during the nine month study period. The p p h  shows that from February through 

August the average number of users dropped from 228 per day in February to 40 in 

March and 2s in April. The axyerage number of visitors subsequently hovered around 20 a 

day: except in August. \.hen it fell to 13. Similarly, the volume of average daily sessions 

0 
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fell steadily from February through May, then stabilized in the 28 to 30 range for the rest 

of the penod, except for August when it fell to a low of 20. 

Figure 1 
Average Number of Daily Users and Sessions, Jan. to Sept, 2004 

1111 

275.0 ~i 

Jan Feb l.larch April May June July Aug Sept 

4 s  noted above, these f i s r e s  on the number of users and sessions, deri\:ed from data 

recorded by NYCH.L\_VIS's computer server; overstate the number of actual users and 

sessions. More realistic measures of usage trends are the average daily number of 

sessions lasting for at least one minute or extending beyond three page views: as shown 

in Figure 2. The graph shoxvs that the hvo measures track very closely together. By either 

indicator, usage declined from February through >;fay: and then stabilized for the 

subsequent three months at about 16 to 18 sessions a day. Usage dropped to its lowest 

level in Augs t  but rec.overed somewhat in September. 
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Figure 2 
Average Number of Daily Sessions Extending Beyond One Minute 

or Three Page Views 

FeS , 
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Mar-h I 
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, 
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May 
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July 
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0.0 2C.O 40.0 60~0  80.0 100.0 120.0 

Sessions Per Day (Average) 

Registration Trends 

Table 2 presents the number of new users who registc 

i 

i 

! 
140.0 160~0 

d for NYCH 

4 page v%v;s+ 
!3 3 rninu!e+ 

180.0 

:h onth. 

Nearly three-quarters of all registered users first logged on to hYCH;\rZIS in February. 

March saw 414 new registrants, eight percent of the total, followed by 23 1 in April (five 

percent). The number of new users continued to decrease every month t h r o u l  August. 

September, however, saw an upturn in new rezistrants, posting 131 new users, the most 

since May. 

The vast majority of the registered users, more than 80 percent, only used the web 

site the day they registered and had not returned to it b?; the close of the et-aluation period 

on September 3 1: 2004. Table 3 shows the intervals between the date of regstration and 

the date of last use. At one extreme; some 7.5 percent ofthe re-stered users had last 

logged on to NYCHXYIS at least 90 d a y  after their initial registration (a portion of these 
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users, however, are employees of Bowme Management Systems, the Furman Center, and 

HPD, who worked on the development of the web site). 

Table 2 
Registered NYCHANIS Users, by Month of Registration 

Month of Registration 

Before Dec 2003 
Dec-03 
Jan-04 
Feb-04 
Mar-04 
Apr-04 
May-04 
Jun-04 
Jul-04 

Aug-04 
Sep-04 

Total 

Total Cumulative 
Users Percent Percentage 

39 0.8 0.8 
30 0.6 1.4 
29 0.6 1.9 

3,727 73.5 75.5 
414 8.2 83.6 
231 4.6 88.2 
143 2.8 91.0 
130 2.6 93.6 
112 2.2 95.8 
82 1.6 97.4 

131 2.6 100.0 
5,068 

Source: Bowne Management Systems, Inc 

About four percent of the registered users had most recently used NE-CH.QTS 30 to 90 

days after their registration. and three percent did so eight to 30 days afterwards. Five 

percent of the users last used the site one to sex-en days after initial registration 

Table 3 
Interval Between Dates of First and Last Use 

Interval Number of Users Percent Cumulative Percentaci 

90 +days 380 7.5 
60- 89 days 76 1.5 
30 -59 days 14: 2.8 

8-14 days 79 1.6 
2-7 days 162 3.2 
1 day 92 1.8 
Same day 4,065 80.2 
Total 5,068 100 
Source: Bowne Management Systems, Inc. 

15-29 days 73 1.4 

7.5 
9.0 

11.8 
13.2 
14.8 
18.0 
19.8 

100.0 
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Session Characteristics 

This section offers more detail on the character of NYCHLk\iIS sessions executed 

during the nine-month evaluation period. It looks at the length of individual sessions; 

measured by duration and page views, and the frequency of use, measured by the number 

of sessions initiated by individual users and the intervals benveen these sessions. 

Leiigrh ofSession 

As noted above; a large proportion of all YiCH.4NIS sessions were quite short. 

Of the nearly 16,000 sessions recorded during the evaluation period, 45 percent lasted for 

one minute or less-the overwhelming majority of which did not extend for more than 10 

seconds. Most likely; these sessions involved no more than the ?uTCHASIS home page. 

That is, after amving at the home page visitors declined to register and go further. -4t the 

other extreme, sis percent ofthe sessions extended for 30 minutes or more. Sessions 

lasting three to ten minutes were the second-largest category. representing 22 percent of 

the total, followed by sessions 10 to 30 minutes long (15 percent), and one to three 

minutes (15 percent) (see Figure 3 ) .  

0 
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Figure 3 
Duration of NYCHANIS Sesssions 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

30+ min 
646 

0-59 sec 
45% 

N= 1,569 sessions. 

1-3 mir 
12% 

On a monthly basis, Table 4 shows that very brief sessions (lastins up to 30 

seconds) range from 30 to 51 percent of total sessions, averaging 42 percent. It is 

interesting to note that F e b r u q .  the period of greatest acti\ity. saw proportionately 

fewer very brief sessions than any subsequent month. 

The percentase of sessions lasting 30 minutes or more varies widely &om month 

to month. \\,%ile the monthly average is seven percent, the actual proportion ranses from 

four percent (in February and September) to 16 percent (in January). There is slightly less 

variation in the percentage of sessions 10 to 30 minutes and three to 10 minutes. On 

a\:erage: 31 percent of the sessions each month lasted for more than 10 minutes. 

However; these lonser sessions accounted for just 15 percent of the total sessions in 

September, the final month of the study period. 

0 
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Month 

Jan 
Feb 
March 
April 

June 
July 

Sept 
Total 

Feb-Sept 
Mean 
Median 

May 

Aug 

Table 4 
NYCHANIS Sessions, by Session Length (Percent Distribution) 

Session Length 
0-10 10-30 31-60 
sec sec sec 

24.2 6.3 4.7 
31.1 4.3 4.8 
38.6 4.8 4.6 
42.6 4.5 4.0 
38.7 4.1 6.0 
35.5 5.4 6.2 
33.0 5.0 6.2 
41.4 4.8 4.9 
44.5 6.5 4.7 
34.8 4.7 4.9 

38.2 4.9 5.2 
38.7 4.8 4.8 

1-3 3-10 
min min 10-30 min 

13.7 13.2 22.1 
13.1 26.1 16.4 
11.0 22.0 13.5 
9.9 17.7 12.5 

11.9 18.3 15.2 
11.3 17.3 14.7 
12.0 15.8 15.4 
12.0 17.1 14.3 
12.5 16.9 10.6 
12.3 22.3 15.2 

11.7 18.9 14.1 
11.9 17.5 14.5 

30+ 
min 

15.8 
4.3 
5.4 
8.8 
5.7 
9.7 

12.5 
5.4 
4.3 
5.8 

7.0 
5.6 

Total 
Sessions 

190 
8,195 
1,802 
1,323 

893 
941 
881 
608 
857 

15,690 

1,938 
917.0 

Source: Bowne Management Systems, Inc. 

In addition to temporal duration: another way of looking at the length of 

indiiidual sessions is through the number of page i-iew-i.e., the number of pages called 

up during a s i n l e  session. Figure 4 shons the distribution of hYCHAXS sessions based 

on the number of page views. The results run parallel to those of session length. One- 

third of all sessions involved only one page vien-presumably the h?iCH.LYIS home 

page-almost eaact1:- matching the percentage of sessions that lasted no more than 10 

seconds. At the other extreme, 19 percent of all sessions ran through 20 or more page 

view: compared to the 21 percent of the sessions that extended for more than 10 

minutes. Table 5 also shows that the distribution of sessions is fairly evenly divided 

behveen those involving four to 10, 11 to 19: and 20 or more page views. Just as 

September saw proportionately fewer sessions lasting 10 minutes or more: the month also 

had fewer sessions involving 11 or more page views. 
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Figure 4 
NYCHANIS Sessions by Number of Page Views 

4-1 0 page v!ews 
23% 

N= 1,569 sessions 

Frequency of Cse 

Kearly two thirds (61.5 percent) of the sessions that took place on mCHAKIS  during 

the e\-aluation period involved individuals who used the system only once. The 

remaining 33.5 percent of the sessions involved "repeat users" who used h3-CH.UiIS 

hT0 or more times. However, when sessions lasting less than 10 seconds are excluded 

from analysis (almost of all of which did not go beyond the home page and involved 

individuals who did not resister to use the system), the percentage of sessions involving 

one-time-only users drops to 45.5 percent and the percentage ivolving repeat users rises 

to 54.5 percent. This adjustment assumes, however, that all 10-second sessions were 

initiated bl- one-time users. 
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Table 5 
Number of Page Views Per Session (Percent Distribution) 

Number of Page Views 1 2 t o 3  4 t o 1 0  11to19 20andmore 

Jan 
FeS 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
Aug 
Sept 

21 
30 
37 
40 
36 
33 
31 
38 
40 

9 19 
11 26 
9 21 
8 17 

10 19 
9 22 
9 19 
9 19 

13 22 

17 
16 
15 
12 
15 
16 
13 
16 
12 

33 
17 
19 
24 
20 
21 
28 
18 
14 

Total 33 10 23 15 19 

Feb- Sept 
Mean 
Median 

36 10 21 14 20 
36 9 20 15 19 

Source: Bowne Management Systems, Inc. 
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Total 

190 
8,195 
1,802 
1,323 

893 
94 1 
881 
608 
857 

15,690 

Table 6 displays the number of sessions per user. People who completed two 

sessions during the nine-month evaluation period account for 15 percent of total sessions 

[23 percent, excluding sessions 10 seconds or shorter). .hother 14 percent oftotal 

sessions (71 percent, excluding sessions less than 10 seconds long) were generated by 

people who each initiated three to eight sessions), and the remaining seven percent (10 

percent) were connected to people who executed a minimum ofnine sessions. 

NYCH.L\I\IS’s repeat users usually return to the system shortly after their 

previous visit. Of the 5:5:5 sessions involving individuals who used ?\3-CHLGIS at least 

twice; 43 percent occurred on the same day as the precious visit (see Table 7). Twelve 

percent took place the day after the previous visit. and 17 percent took place two to seven 

days later. ;\t the other end of the spectrum: six percent of the sessions occurred 31 to 60 
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days after the previous one: and seven percent occurred more than 60 days later. 

However; in each month from May through September, 12 to 20 percent of the repeat 

visitors returned to the site after an interval of 61 or more days. 

Table 6 
Total NYCHANIS Sessions by Number of Sessions per User 

Total Sessions Sessions Longer than 10 Seconds 
Number of 
Sessions 
Completed by 
Users Number Percent Number Percent 

1 10,113 64 4,654 45 
2 2,348 15 2,348 23 
3 958 6 958 9 

4 to 8 1,213 8 1,213 12 
9to I4 41 1 3 41 1 4 

15 and more 647 4 647 6 
- Total 15,690 100 10,231 100 

Bowne Management Systems, Inc. 

- 
Jan 
Feb 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
Aug 
Sept 
Total 

Table 7 
Sessions Initiated by Repeat Users: Number of Days Since Previous Session 

Number of Days Since Previous Session (Percent Distribution) 
0 (same da! ) 1 2-7 8-14 15-30 31-60 61+ 

41.5 18.7 23.6 7.3 4.1 4.9 0.0 
55.0 13.1 20.2 7.5 3.7 0.4 0.1 
34.9 10.7 16.0 6.8 16.8 13.8 1.1 
40.7 13.6 13.6 5.6 7.5 10.5 8.6 
32.5 10.3 13.1 7.2 9.0 7.0 21.0 
40.2 9.3 16.2 5.7 5.5 5.5 17.8 
38.5 11.4 18.0 6.6 8.4 4.8 12.2 
30.5 13.2 17.6 8.8 8.8 6.8 14.2 
40.1 11.6 15.1 6.5 7.1 5.3 14.4 
43.0 12.1 17.2 6.9 7.6 5.7 7.4 

Feb-Sept 
Mean 39.3 12.4 17.0 6.9 7.9 6.5 9.9 
Median 40.1 11.6 16.2 6.8 7.5 5.5 12.2 

Total 
123 

1.830 
814 
664 
458 
495 
499 
295 
397 

5,575 

6 

e 

Source: Bowne Management Systems, Inc 
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CSE.R PROFILE 

Ths  section portrays ~ C H A X I S ’ S  users from several perspectives. Drawing chiefly 

from the user survey, it summarizes their demographic characteristics, computer skills, 

and the capacity in which they use hTCHAIiIS (e.g., as a student, an employee of a 

nonprofit housing organization, a private indixJidua1). The section also looks at how the 

users found out about hYCH-%YIS, the kinds of computer operating systems and Internet 

connections they have, their experience with other data-oriented web sites, and how often 

they use hTCHAAIiIS. 

Gender, -Age, and Education 

Table 8 profiles the demographic characteristics of the survey respondents. It 

sholvs that men comprise about three-fifths of the respondents and women tu-0-fifths. It 

also shows a fairly even distribution of respondents by age $roup. Individuals in their 

?Os, 30s: and 50s each constituted about one-quarter of the respondents. Users in their 

40’s made up about one-sixth of the respondents, and users 60 and older comprised one- 

tenth. 

A majority of respondents have post-graduate educations. More than 40 percent 

have Master’s degees, 10 percent have Ph.Ds and five percent have law d e p e s .  Slightly 

more than one-quarter of the respondents have a B A  
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Table 8 
Sex, Age, and Education of NYCHANIS Users 

Sex 
Percent Female 
Percent klale 

Age (Percent Distribution) 
Under 20 
20 to 29 
30 to 39 
40 to 49 
50 to 59 
60 to 69 
70 or older 

41.9 
58.1 

2.4 
24.6 
21.8 
17.5 
23.2 

9.5 
0.9 

Educational Attainment (Percent Distribution) 

Masters Degree 
Bachelors Degree 
Doctorate (PhD) 
Some College (no deqee) 
Law Degree (JD) 
Associates Degree 
Other 

Source: NYCHANIS user survey. 

42.2 
28.0 
10.0 
10.0 
4.7 
1.4 
3.8 

Computer skills 

The sun-ey asked respondents to rate their overall computer skills. Most 

considered themselves to be at least at the intermediate l e id ;  few saw themselves as 

novices. On a scale of one to ten; the mean (and median) ratins was seven. Fewer than 

five percent of the respondents considered their computer slalls to be less than 

intermediate. Two-thirds ratcd their skills better than intermediate (see Table 9). 
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Table 9 
Computer Skills of NYCHANIS User Survey 

Respondents 

Cumulative 
Skill Level Percent Percentage 

I--Beginner 
2 
3 
4 
5--intermediate 
6 
7 
8 
9 
lO--Expert 
N 

1 .o 
0.0 
0.5 
3.4 

21.6 
7.2 

26.0 
23.6 
11.5 
5.3 

208 

Source: NYCHANIS user survey 

1 .o 
1 .o 
1.4 

26.4 
33.7 
59.6 
83.2 
94.7 

100.0 

4.8 

User Affiliation 

In order to use Sr'CHANS, all individuals were first required to create an 

account. To do so: they had to provide their names, e-mail address, and zip code, create a 

password. and indicate their user category. The latter consists of the following 11 

options: 

Academic 
Advocacy group 
City-wide Konprofit housing procider 
Civic group 
Financial Institution 
For-profit housing provider 
Foundation 
Government 
Individual 
Nonprofit community-based housing provider 
Other 
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The responses to this option indicate the kinds of organizations users come from, 

and the extent to which people use hYCHASIS as private individuals and not as part of 

their employment. education, or volunteer activity. About 70 percent of the registered 

users designated "Individual" or "Other" as their user type. The next largest category 

consists of Academic.s, which accounted for 17 percent of register users. GoxJernment 

represented six percent of the users. Individuals from nonprofit neighborhood-based and 

city-\vide housing groups made up four percent of total users (700 in total) and for-profit 

housing groups accounted for nearly three percent of all users (134). 

The survey included a larger number of user categories than the registration form. 

In addition to the original categories. respondents could identify themselves as students, 

consultants, and from the media (newspapers, T\T: Radio): or religious organizations. 

Moreover, the Government category was divided into city, slate, and federal divisions. 

As a result of these additional options, a smaller percentage of respondents 

identified themseh-es as "Indi\iduals" or from '.Other" types of organizations than was 

the case of the user registration form. Table 10 shows that "Individuals" constituted 22 

percent of the survey respondents, followed by academics, city government, and students, 

each accounting for 12 percent of the respondents. h'onprofit and for-profit housing 

organizations together accounted for another 12 percent of the respondents. 

The total universe of registered users and survey respondents can be compared 

when the new user categories of the sun-ey are folded into the combined category of 

"Other" and ''Individuals" and when the government categories are consolidated together. 
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Table 10 
NYCHANIS User Affiliations: Registered Users and Survey Respondents 

Registered survey 
Users Respondents Difference 

Academic 
Advocacy Group 
City-Wide Nonprofit Housing Provider 
Civic Group 
Financial Institution 
For Profit Housing Provider 
Foundation 
Government 

City Government 
Other Government 

Individual and Other 
Individual 
Other 
Student 
Consultant 
Media 
Religious Institution 

Nonprofit community-based housing provider 
N 

11.8 
1.6 
0.8 
0.9 
1 .a 
2.6 
0.3 
6.3 
NA 
NA 

70.8 
62.4 

8.4 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
3.1 

5!138 

11.8 
3.8 
3.3 
1.4 
3.8 
3.3 
0.5 

13.7 
11.7 
2.8 

22.5 
8.8 

12.2 
7.3 
1.4 
0.4 
5.7 

212 

52.8 

Table 10 shom that distribution of user types among survey respondents is quite 

similar to that ofregistered users. The main difference is that proportion of "Individual" 

and "Other" users is 18 percentage points hi@er among registered users and the 

percentage ofgo~~emment employees in the user survey, at 13 percent, is more than twice 

their representation among registered users. The differences in the other categories are 

relatively small 

The Furman Center originally conceived of h3'CH.UiIS as a resource for New 

I-ork's "affordable housing c.ommuniry:" including nonprofit and for-profit housing 

developers, as well as community organizations, intermediaries, and "community 

0.0 
-2.2 
-2.5 
-0.6 
-2.0 
-0.7 
-0.2 
-7.3 
NA 
NA 

18.0 
39.9 
-0.4 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

-2.6 
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minded” financial institutions.”’ In its proposal for the TOP p n t ,  the F m a n  Center 

wrote that “[flrom over 100 different housing organizations and CDCs in the city, we 

antic.ipate that most of them, 90% or more will log on to the hXCHANIS site. We expect 

that at least 50 organizations will use the hYCHAXIS web site for data access and 

mapping in the first year and that the number will increase to 75 organizations by the end 

of the second year.” The web-server data do not indicate the number of housing and 

community development organizations that have used hYCH.hXIS, making it impossible 

to determine how close h3-CH.QTIS came to its goal of sen.in,rr 50 organizations during 

its first year of operation. The user registration data summarized in Table 10 shows that 

nonprofit citywide and community-based housing providers tosether account for 3.9 

percent of total users. In absolute terms, this amounts to 200 people. If these individuals 

are widely dispersed among man!- organizations, then the F m a n  Center would have met 

its soal. But this would not be the case if these users are concentrated among a smaller 

number of organizations. 

How Respondents Learned About NYCHAMS 

Of the 183 survey respondents who remembered how they first learned of 

hTCKkNIS, rhe single most common source was a newspaper article (most likely the 

Xew Yo& Time5 piece published on Febmarq. 6“). \\Me about 25 percent of the 

respondents indicated they first became a\\-are of 1YCHAYIS through a newspaper 

article, slishtly lower percentages (21 percent) came to XYCHAIYIS through a web 

search or through xvord of mouth. About 11 percent learned about XYCH-WIS through 

0 

Funnan Center for Real Estats and Urban Policy. Technolog) Oppormmty Program Grant Proposal I 

March 2002, p 2 
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an e-mail announcement while nine percent did so through Internet list serves and 

through their employ-er (see Table 11) 

Table 11 
How Users Learned About NYCHANIS 

Source 
Don't remember 
E-mail announcement 
Employer 
Internet list serve 
Newsletter 
Newspaper article 
Other 
Web search 
Word of mouth 
N 

Percent 
of Total 

11.2 
9.7 
7.8 
7.8 
1.9 

21.8 
2.9 

18.4 
18.4 
206 

Source: NYCHANIS user survey 

Percent of 
Those Who 
Remember 

10.9 
8.7 
8.7 
2.2 

24.6 
3.3 

20.8 
20.8 
183 

Data from 1VYCH.kXS web server suggest that few users learned about the site 

from other web sites. More than 90 percent of the time users initiated sessions by direcrly 

typing XI-CHAIIS's LXL address or by using a bookmark. Less than five percent of all 

sessions orisinated through Google, I-ahoo; or other search en-nes. 

perc.entage involved linkages from other web sites. 

still smaller 

Time of First Use 

About 80 percent of the respondents could recall when they first logged onto 

h>-CH-LVIS. More than half ofthose who did remember first used hTCHANS in the 

spring and sunlmer of 2004. About 15 percent first came to h3-CHANIS in the winter of 
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2004 and another 15 percent first used the web site in the Fall of 2003. The remaining ten 

percent first used the sire in the early fall of 2004 (see Table 12). 

The results suggest that the survey respondents are overrepresented by relatively 

recent users. \\;hereas nearly three-quarter of all %C€LAKIS users registered in 

February, 3004, only 15 percent of the sumey respondents who could recall when they 

first used the system said they did so in the winter. On the other had, while less than 

seven percent of all users registered during the summer of 2004, more than one-qumer of 

the sun-ey respondents first used XYCKAXIS during this period. 

Table 12 
Date of First Use 

Percent of 
- Source Total 

Don't Remember 
Fall 2003 
Winter 2003/04 
Spring 2004 
Summer 2004 
Fall 2004 
N 

Source: NYCHANIS users survey 

- 

20.8 
11.7 
12.2 
25.9 
21.3 
8.1 
197 

Percent of 
Those Who 
Remember 

NA 
14.7 
15.4 
32.7 
26.9 
10.3 
156 

Computer System and Internet Connection 

The ocenvhelming majority of I\;YCH.\KIS users, more than 92 percent, use 

computers equipped with a \Vindows operatin2 system. Less than seven percent indicated 

that they relied on Macintosh or other operating systems. Searly 90 percent of the 

respondents indicated that they use hish-speed Internet connections when using 

iWCKiYIS. About one-third each said they rely on 7-1 lines and DSL connections. 
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Another 20 percent use cable modems. Just over 10 percent relied on dial-up Internet 

connections (see Fi-me 5). 

Figure 5 
Internet Connection Most Often Used for NCHANIS 

0 

Cable Maden 
22% 

0 

Dia:-Up 

N=2W 

Source: NYCHANIS 
user survey 

DSL 
3346 

0 

e 
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Experience with Other Data \Veb Sites 

Ninety percent of the respondents use at least one other web site besides 

hTCH;\>7S to access data on Kew York City. The web sites most often mentioned 

include the US.  Census, IKTOSHARE: and the Xew York City Department of City 

Planning. Additional municipal government web sites mentioned at least once include 

those maintained by the City's Mayor's Office, its Human Resources Administration, its 

Economic Development Corporation, and its Departments of Housing Preservation and 

Dewlopment, Transportation, Buildings, Health and Mental Hygiene, Finance, and 
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Education. Other governmental web sites used by the respondents include those 

maintained by the Metropolitan Transportation Authority: the Federal Financial 

Institutions Examination Council; the US. Departments of Labor and of Housing and 

Urban Development, and the Sew York State Departments of Education and Housing 

and Community Renewal. Additional web sites include ACRIS, OASIS, 

destinationbrooklyn.org; Gotham Gazette, College of Staten Island Library, City Xdmin, 

Property Shark, hY Public Library, Municipal .Arts Society, CityKet, IPS: domania, Sew 

l-ork City Map Portal; Ebsco, Costar, LISC, ESIC, Kational Association of Realtors; 

BIS, I\YPLRG-CM.4Pp, SP.L\RCS, and LYHP Community Resource Guide. 

Frequency of Use 

The survey asked hvo questions about the frequency by which NYCHASIS was 

used. One question asked respondents to indicate how often they used NYCHXXIS in the 

past 30 days; and the other asked how frequently they have used the site overall. Table 13 

shows usage durins the 30 days prior to the survey. Slightly more than half of the 

respondents. 54 percent, had not used >YCH>QJS in the 30 days prior to completing the 

sumey. One-third had used the web site once or hvice durins this period, and ten percent 

had used it three or four times. Only three percent indicated they had used NYCH.WIS 

more than five times in the past 30 days. 

WXen asked how 0f?2n they used hYCHAXS ox-erall, the single largest response 

was “quarterlq-”. accounting for 36 percent of the respondents. Ak additional 31 percent 

indicated they used the site once or twice a >-ear. Monthly users accounted for 23 percent 

of the respondents, and weekly users about nine percent (see Table 11.). 

e 
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Table 13 

Number of Times NYCHANIS Was Used in Past 30 Days 

Percent Cumulative Percentac - = 

Noce 53.8 
Once or Twice 33.2 
Three or Four 10.0 
Five to 10 2.5 
More than 10 0.5 
N 199 

Source: NYCHANIS user survey. 

Table 14 
Overall Frequency of Use 

0 
Percent 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Once or Twice a Year 
Quarterly 
Monthly 
Weekly 
N 

Source: NYCHANIS user survey. 

DATA% USAGE 

31.4 
36.2 
23.7 

8.7 
207 

53.8 
87.0 
97.0 
99.5 
100 

Cumulative 
Percentac; 

31.4 
67.6 
91.3 
100 

This section examines the kinds of data accessed most often thou& 

hYCHALVIS, the _eeographic scale and presentation formats most frequently used, and 

the purposes for which people use _\SYCH.\XIS. In addition, the section summarizes 

suggestions made by the survey respondents for additional data indicators and for 

improvements in how the data are made available. 

0 
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Data Indicators 

%CKkYIS contains a total of 1.395 data items. All hut 18 (1.3 percent) of these 

indicators were downloaded at least once during the nine-month evaluation period. Table 

15 displays the frequency by which they xvere accessed. It shows that 37 variables, three 

percent of the total, m r e  used 500 or more times, includins 12 that Lvere downloaded at 

least 750 times. Twelve percent of the data items were used 250 to 499 times, and 42 

percent \yere used 100 to 249 times. Another third of the data items were accessed 50 to 

99 times, and 10 percent were accessed one to 49 times. 

Table 15 
Frequency by Which Data Indicators Were Accessed 

Number of Times Number of Cumulative 
Accessed Indicators Percent Percentace - 

0 

m 

e 

750+ 
5 0 0 - 7 4 9 
250-499 
100-249 
50-99 
1- 49 

0 

12 0.86 0.86 
25 1.79 2.65 

162 11.62 14.28 
588 42.18 56.46 
450 32.28 88.74 
139 9.97 98.71 
18 1.29 100.00 

Source: Bowne Management Systems, Inc 

Table 16 lists the 36 data items used 500 or more times. The top five items are 

median housing values in 2000 (accessed 1:53S times), total population in 2000 (1,083 

times), percent of people that are B1ac.k in 2000 (937 times), median monthly contract 

rent in 2000 (920 times). and percent of people that are White in 2000 (910 times). Of the 

36 most-used data items, more than half concsrn population and demographics, one- 

quarter relate to the size of the housing stoc.k, and one-tenth concern housins values. 

0 
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Table 16 
Data Indicators Accessed 500 or More Times 

Indicator Name ... . .- ..... . IndicatorCategory ,, Time,s Accessed 
. .. ____ .. . . 

Median Housing Values. 2002 
Total population i r i  2000 
Percent of People that are Black in 2000 
Median Monthly Contract Rent in 2002 
Percent of People that are White in 2000 
Total Nuniber of Housing Units in 2002 
Pcrcent change in total population from 1990-2000 
Number of Public Housing Units in 2003 
Number of Serious Housing Violations per 1,000 Rental Units in 2002 
Number of Section 8 Voucher Units from the New York City Housing 
Authority and the Departtrient of Housing Preservation and Development 
io 2002 
Median Housirig Values, 1999, Adjusted for Inflation in 2002 dollars 
Median Household Income io 2002 
Median Monthly Gross Rent in 2002 
Net change in total population froin 1990-2000 
Percent Change in Number of Housing Units from 1990 to 2000 
Change in Number of Housing Units from 1990 to 2000 
Total Number of Housing Units in 2000 
Percent of People that are Asian in 2000 
Total Number of Housing Units in 1990 
Total population in 1990 
Total Number of Housing Units in 2000 
Percent of People that are Asian in 2000 
Total Number of Housing Units in 1990 
Total population in 1990 

housing slock 
population and dernograpliics 
population arid demographics 
housing values 
population and demographics 
housing stock 
population and dernograpliics 
housing stock 
housing quality 

housing stock 
housing values 
income 
housing values 
population and demographics 
housing stock 
housing stock 
housing stock 
popitlalion and demographics 
housing stock 
population and demographics 
housing stock 
population and demographics 
housing stock 
population and denioarar)hics 

I 538 
1082 
937 
920 
910 
889 
865 
802 
769 

769 
768 
767 
730 
725 
71 5 
704 
700 
700 
630 
629 
700 
700 
630 
629 _ .  

..... .... Num6er.of .. People that are While iii 2000 -. ... population and . demographics ... ......... 586. 
(continued) 
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Table 16 (Continued) 
Data Indicators Accessed 500 or More Times 

- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .- . . . . . . .  ... 
Indicator Name -. ............... Indicator Category 

Number of People that are Black in 2000 
Percent of People that are of Other Races in 2000 
Percent of People that are Black i i i  1990 
Percent of People that are White in 1990 
Median Monthly Contract Rent in 1999, Adjusted lor Inflation 
Number of Public tiousing Units in 2002 
Percent of Households with Rent Greater Illan 50% of Income in 2002 
Percent of People that are American Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut in 2000 
Number of People that are Asian i r i  2000 
Percent of People that are Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander in 
2000 
Percent of Pcople that are Foreign Born in 2000 
Number of People that are White in 1990 
Number of People that are Black in 1990 
Number of People that are of Other Races in 2000 
Percent of Households that are Immigrant Households in 2002 
Number of Households in 2002 

Distribution by  Indicator Category 

housing affordability 
housing quality 
housing stock 
housing values 
Income 

Source: Bowne Management Systems, Itic. 
=!ation arid demographics . . . . . .  . , . ... 

population and demographics 
population and demographics 
population and demographics 
population and demographics 
housing values 
housing stock 
housing affordability 
population and demographics 
population and demographics 

population and demographics 
population and demographics 
population and demographics 
population and demographics 
population and demographics 
population and demographics 
population and demographics 

Number 
1 
1 
9 
4 
1 

.... 21 

Times Accessed . .- 

578 
571 
570 
570 
550 
547 
543 
53 1 
528 

525 
521 
512 
50 1 
500 
500 
500 

Percent 
3% 
3 Y” 

24% 
11% 
3% 

57% 
~ 
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Table 17 shom the usage ofYYCHAKIS’s data indicators within 12 broad 

categories. It shows total usage of all the indicators in each category, the percent of total 

usage accounted for by each category, and the average usage per indicator in each 

category. The latter measure controls for the fact that some categories contain more 

indicators than others. The most heavily used category is Population and Demographics. 

Variables in this category were accessed more than 44,000 times, or 350 times per 

variable. By itself: this category accounted for more than 20 percent of the data 

downloaded throu@ XCH.QJIS. The next most often used categories are Housing 

Stock and Housing Values. Combined with Population and Demographics, these three 

categories account for nearly half ofthe data accessed through YITH~OTIS. Other 

Iieighborhood Indicators and Mortgage Lending and Foreclosures round out the top five 

categories in terms of total usage. Hoxvever: they stand much lower in terms of a1:erage 

usage per indicator. 

Table 17 
Indicator Usage by  Category 

Total Usage of Average 
Number of Indicators Usage Per 
Indicators in Within Percent of Indicator in 

Category Name Categon Category Total Usage Category 

Population and Demographics 
Housing Values 
Housing Stock 
Other Neighborhood Indicators 
Mortgage Lending and Foreclosures 
Housing Quality and CrowdinG 
Education 
Income and Public Assistance 
Propert{ Tax Delinquencies 
Housing Affordability 
Housing Creation 
Land Use 
Total 

Source: Boxme Management Systems, Inc. 

126 
126 
89 

334 
244 
112 
116 
70 
96 
34 
29 
18 

1.394 

44,038 
30,791 
26,148 
23,577 
23,404 
16,489 
13,841 
11!125 
8,870 
6,688 
4,326 
3,041 

212.338 

20.7 
14.5 
12.3 
11.1 
11 .o 
7.8 
6.5 
5.2 
4.2 
3.1 
2.0 
1.4 

100.0 

350 
244 
294 
71 
96 

147 
119 
159 
92 

197 
149 
169 
152 
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The sun-e)- asked SYCHANS users to indicate the types of data they used most 

often and to rate the importance of various t)ipes of data for their work. The results 

correspond fairly closely with the indicator usage data presented above, especially with 

regard to awxage usage per indicator in category. The category most often considered 

essential is Population and Demographics, cited by 56 percent of the sun-ey respondents. 

Housing Affordability, Housing Stock, and Income and Public .4ssistance are rated as 

essential by 11 to 11 percent ofthe respondents. The next cluster of categories, deemed 

essential by 33 to 37 percent of the respondents, includes Land Use, Housing Creation, 

Housing Values, Housin: Quality and Crowding, and Other Neighborhood Indicators. 

The data categories least often rated as essential are Education (29 percent), Mortgage 

Lending and Foreclosures (25 percent), and Property Tax Delinquencies (19 percent). 

Ths data categories most often deemed not important for the respondents' work 

are Propert>- Tax Delinquencies (not important to 47 percenf of the respondents), and 

Mortgage Lending and Foreclosures (11 percent); followed by Housing Creation (28 

percent), Housing \.'slues (2s percent), and Education (27 percent). The categories least 

often rated as not important are Population and Demographics (1 1 percentj and Other 

Xeighborhood Indicators (17 percent) (See Table 18). 

a 

a 
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Table 18 
Importance of NYCHANIS Data Categories to Users' Work (Percent Distribution) 

Data Category Essential Fairly Important Not Important 

Population and Demographics 
Housing Affordability 
Housing Stock 
Income and Public Assistance 
Land Use 
Housing Creation 
Housing Values 
Housing Quality and Crowding 
Other Neighborhood Indicators 
Education 
Mortgage Lending and Foreclosure 
Property Tax Delinquencies 

Source: NYCHANIS user survey 

Data Recommendations 

55.6 
44.3 
43.5 
40.7 
36.9 
34.9 
34.9 
34.4 
32.3 
29.8 
24.9 
19.7 

33.7 
32.4 
33.2 
34.6 
41.2 
37.1 
37.1 
41.5 
50.5 
43.1 
34.1 
33.3 

10.7 
23.2 
23.4 
24.7 
21.9 
28.0 
28.0 
24.0 
17.2 
27.1 
41.1 
47.0 

The survey asked respondents to recommend data the?; would like XYCH.L\TS to 

provide in the future. Respondents suggested additional t!-pes of data and additional 

ways of prssenting the data. Some of their suggestions would augment NYCH-GIS's 

existing data categories while others xvould introduce entirely new categories 

In the area of housing, respondents offered the folloiving suggestions: 

Assisted housing sites 

Homelessness 
Vacancy Rates 
Mortgage interest rates 
L.ender data 
Real estate values 
Debt to value ratios 
Building and renox-ation permits 
Sales comparables: absorption: occupancy 

XI-erage rents by t y e  of building (e.g.. high-rise apartments, townhouse 
apartments, tenement apartments 
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Property owners 
Maps showing building footprints 

Market Rents by borough and sub-borough area 

Respondents also suggested that hYCHANS include more data in the Population 

and Demographics category on immigration. In education, one respondent requested data 

on rota1 cost per student 

Other t);pes of data suggested include the following: 

L.ocation of community-based organizations 
Public Investment 

Telecommunications resources 
Youth services 
Crime 

Transportation 
Publicly owned land 

E.mploqment and place of work at the block and block grant level 

Senior citizens receiving city-procided meals 

Voter registration and election results 

Public facilities (from the Department of City Planning's data base) 
Health statistics (rates of HIV, cancer: TB; etc.) 
Environmental characteristics (measures of pollution, traffic, etc. and facilities 
that may impact health, such as waste disposal. 

Besides additional variables to cover; some respondents also suggested new ways 

of presenting and organizing existing data. These suggestions included: 

Make it possible to present data for voting and legislative districts: Understanding 
the distribution of housing needs, public assistance; health statistics, and so on by 
election and voting district is key to communicating issues with elected officials 
and neighborhood community roups.  
Provide historical data sets that go back to 1990 in order to carry out time series 
comparisons. 
Make maps easier to copy and load into word processing documents 
Provide charts breaking out income goups (30 percent of medlan, 50 percent, 80 
percent, etc.) 
Provide more data at the "small area level (less than sub-borough)" 
Make it possible to provide data at a wider range of geographic scales. 
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Data Scale and Format 

h3-CHXVIS allows users to examine data at a wide range of geographic scales: 

from the city as a whole to individual boroughs to community districts or smaller areas. 

While data for entire borouls  and the city as a whole are available for every variable, 

the smallest available geographic unit ofanalysis is not alxvays the same. For example, 

while population and other data derived from the decennial census are available for 

census tracts, community districts, and larger areas, information taken from the Housing 

’I-acancy Sun.ey is available only for sub-borough and larger areas. Depending on the 

data source; some indicators are available for community districts while others are 

limited to sub-borough areas-which are similar but not identical to community districts. 

Crime data is only arailable for police precincts, education data is mostly organized by 

school district, and data on business establishments is presented by zip code. 

The survey asked users to indicate hox oftsn they accessed data at different 

geographic scales (see Table 19). The most favored geographic unit of analysis, by far, 

\%-as the community district and sub-borough area. One-third of the respondents said they 

almost always access data at this scale, and an additional quarter did so “fairly often.” 

Less than eight percent said they never used data at this scale. The next most-often used 

scale of analysis is at the borough level. Forty-three percent of the respondents indicated 

they accessed data at the borough level “fairly often” or ”almost always,” compared to 39 

percent who did so for the city as a whole. After the community distnct;sub-borou& 

area, the nest most frsquently used small-area scales are the census tract, accessed at lsast 

fairly often by 39 percent of the respondents, and zip codes: 35 percent. The scales least 

often used are police precincts and school districts. It is important to emphasize, however, 
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that the frequency by which users access data at different scales may reflect the 

limitations of the data as much as individual preferences. 

Table 19 
Frequency by Which Data Are Accessed at Different Geographic Scales 

Frequency of 
Access 
Almost always 
Fairly often 
Occasionally 
Seldom 
Never 
Total 

At least Fairly 
Often 
Seldom or Never 

City 
Wide 

19.4 
19.9 
26.9 
19.9 
14.0 
100 

Borough 
Wide 

18.3 
24.7 
28.5 
19.9 
8.6 
100 

Sub- 
Borough 
Area or 
Community 
District 

33.3 
24.3 
20.1 
14.3 
7.9 
100 

School 
District 

8.8 
7.2 

23.2 
30.4 
30.4 
100 

Census 
Tract 

20.4 
18.2 
22.1 
21 .o 
18.2 
100 

Police 
Precinct 

6.1 
7.7 

19.9 
30.9 
35.4 
100 

ZIP 
Code 

17.9 
20.1 
18.5 
22.3 
21.2 
100 

39.2 43.0 57.7 16.0 38.7 13.8 38.0 
33.9 28.5 22.2 60.8 39.2 65.3 43.5 

Source: NYCHANIS user survey. 
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hYCH.L\NIS also enables users to create ”custom geographies,’‘ whereby they can 

group selected yeoFaphic areas (e.g.. census tracts, community districts) into a single 

entity. Only 11 percent of the respondents said  the>^ created Custom Geographies at least 

fairly often: while 13 had never used this feature and 25 percent had seldom done so. 

Respondents were also asked about the frequency by which they used 

hTCH-OTIS to create tables, maps, and graphs. Table 20 shows that tables and maps 

were favored over gaphs. More than 39 percent of the respondents indicated they 

created tables “almost always” (23 percent) or “fairl>- often“ (16 percent). Sli9tly fewer 

respondents, 36 percent, percentage used 1YCH.GIS at least fairly often to generate 

maps. Howeuer, here. the ”fairly often” category is dominant. hYCHAhTS is used 

Custom 
Geogra- 
phies 

5.9 
7.9 

15.3 
27.7 
43.1 
100 

13.9 
70.8 
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substantially less often to graph data. Less than 20 percent said they made graphs at least 

fairly often. 

Table 20 
Frequency by Which Users Display Data in Tables, Maps, and Graphs 

Almost always 
Fairly often 
Occasionally 
Seldom 
Never 
Total 

At least Fairly Often 
Seldom or Never 

Source: NYCHANIS user survey 

Tables Maps Graphs 
22.9 12.9 8.1 
16.4 23.3 11.6 
22.4 22.8 29.8 
16.4 16.3 21.2 
21.9 24.8 29.3 
100 100 100 

39.3 36.1 19.7 
38.3 41.1 50.5 

Slightly more than half of the respondents (52 percent), usually use YuYCK4NIS 

to produce tables, maps and graphs. Sli&tly less than half (A? percent) usually use other 

computer progams to generate such exhibits. That is; after using h'YCH.WIS to access 

data, tliese users then transfer the data to other programs to create tables, maps, and 

1 maphs, 

Purpose of Usage 

The survey asked users to indicate the purposes for which they used \YCHA4hIS. 

The most common response, shared by nearly half the respondents; was research reports. 

The second most common purpose was market analysis, accounting for 27 percent of the 

respondents. Six other purposes followed. each with 16 to 19 percent of the responses. 

The); are: Advocacy, Student Projects, Grant Proposals, Real Estate Development 

Proposals, Policy Memos, Program Planning, and "Other." The purposes cited least often, 

e 
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each accounting for fex\er than 10 percent of the respondents, are teaching, business 

plans, program exaluations, and journalism (see Table 21). 

Table 21 
Purpose of Use 

Reason for Using NYCHANIS 
Research reports 
Market Analyses 
Advocacy 
Student projects 
Grant proposals 
Real estate development proposals 
Policy memos 
Program planning 
Other 
Community organizing 
Teaching 
Business plans 
Program evaluations 
Journalism 
N 

Percent of 
Respondents 

49.3 
27.9 
19.0 
18.1 
17.6 
17.2 
16.7 
16.2 
16.2 
13.0 
9.3 
8.3 
5.5 
3.7 

208 

Note: Respondents could indicate multiple uses for NYCHANIS 
Source: NYCHANIS user survey. 

In its original proposal for the TOP ran t ,  the Furman Center emphasized the 

importance of iX;I~CKLLuS in helping nonprofit housing organizations improve their 

program planning and support their r a n t  writing and other fund-raising actil-ities. 

Although progam planning and grant proposals are in the second tier of the uses to 

which hTCH.4XIS has been put, they are more salient among housing goups than other 

users. For example, 11 (61 percent) of the IS  respondents from nonprofit cit>wide and 

neighborhood housing organizations said they used YYCHAXIS for grant proposals. 

Similarly-, several of the participants in the focus s o u p  for nonprofit housing and 

community goups said they had used TYCH.4SIS for gant  proposals. XYCHAKIS was 
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also useful for purposes of lobbying local government officials and bankers and for 

completing loan packages, and market analysis. 

A few sun-ey respondents shared with the Evaluation some specific examples of 

how they used AYCHXYIS: 

The Eniversity Neighborhood Housing Progam in the Bronx published an 
article in its newsletter on the concentration of Section S voucher holders in its 
senice area and the xxherability of the area to proposed cut-backs in the 
program. The article was based on analysis of data obtained through 
hTCH.U-IS. The same organization used KCYHAKIS to document the 
extent of severe affordability and housing quality problems in its Fordham 
Community.ktion Plan. 

A planner employed at a large for-profit firm used hTCHAKIS to access 
demographic data for a stud?; on Chmatown and for a Master Plan for a 
section o f  Staten Island. 

A board member of a community-based health care facility in the Bronx used 
h3 -CKGIS  to assess potential need for additional services in the community. 
He presented the research to the facility's board of directors. 

iieighborhood Housing Sen-ices of Kew York City has used AXCHXVIIS for 
several purposes, including: 

c Preparation for meetings with funders and elected officials 
c Grant proposals 
o Providing background materials for neighborhood tours 
o Preparation of annual neighborhood plans. 
o Data analysis for an in-depth report on mortgage foreclosures in the 

Bedford-Stu>Tsant section of Brooklyn. 

USER SL4TISFAC'TION 

The vast majority of respondents are satisfied with \T7CHANIS. The survey 

asked about users' satisfaction with the site's overall ease of use, with its facility for 

producing tables, maps, and gaphs, and with the site overall. Only a handful of 

respondents expressed dissatisfaction by- these measures. However, while most 
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respondents were satisfied with NYCH.LUIS, the level of satisfaction was mostly 

moderate. 

With regard to YYCHANIS'S overall ease of use, only 12 percent of the 

respondents rated the system as poor or very poor. However, less than seven percent rated 

it as excellent. Most respondents gave AYCHASIS less extreme ratings, with 29 percent 

assessing its ease of use as good and another 33 percent as satisfactory (see Table 22) 

Put another way; 26 percent of the respondents felt TSTCHAXS's ease of use was at least 

very good, 5 5  perccnt felt it was at least good, and 88 percent felt it was at least 

satisfactory. 

0 

Table 22 
Assessment of NYCHANIS's Overall Ease of Use 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Excellent 
Very Good 
Good 
Satsfactory 
Poor 
Very poor 
N 

Very Good or Better 
Good or Better 
Satisfactory or Better 
Poor or Worse 

Source: NYCHANIS user survey 

Percent 
6.5 

19.4 
29.4 
32.8 
9.5 
2.5 

201 

25.9 
55.2 
88.1 
11.9 

A similar pattern ofresponse prevailed when users were asked to assess 

hTCHXVIS for making tables, maps, and graphs. In no case were more than 15 percent 

of the respondsnts less than satisfied. On the other hand, fen; users considered 

0 

NI-CHALXIS to be excellent (nine percent for making tables and less than four percent for 
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maps and graphs). For each type of output the most common rating was “Satisfactory,” 

with “Good’ a close second. Users were somewhat more pleased with NI-CHANIS’s 

facility for making tables than for maps and graphs. Table 23 shows that 33 percent of the 

respondents rated WCKAXIS’s capability for generating tables as Very Good or 

Excellent, compared to 24 percent for maps and 23 percent for graphs. Similarly; Tables 

were rated by 60 percent of the respondents as ”good’ or better, while 51 percent of the 

respondents gave this rating to maps and 53 percent to tables, 

Table 23 
Assessment of NYCHANIS for Producing Maps, Tables, and Graphs 

Maps Tables Graphs 

0 

a 

Excellent 
Very Good 
Good 
Satisfactory 
Poor 
Very poor 
N 

Very Good or Better 
Good or Better 
Satisfactory or Better 
Poor or ’Norse 

3.1 9.0 3.6 
21.1 24.1 19.6 
26.6 27.8 29.5 
36.7 28.6 32.1 
10.2 7.5 10.7 
2.3 3.0 4.5 
128 133 112 

24.2 33.1 23.2 
50.8 60.9 52.7 

12.5 10.5 15.2 
87.5 89.5 84.8 

Note: Table excludes respondents who had never attempted to use NYCHANIS 
to produce maps, tables, or graphs. 
Source: NYCHANIS user survey. 

Finally, most respondents xvere satisfied or very satisfied with fUT-CHANIS 

overall, and fex \%:ere dissatisfied or extremely satisfied. Table 24 shows that 38 percent 

of the respondents said the>- were satisfied with 13THXNIS overall, and 32 percent said 

they were very satisfied, with an additional six percent extremely satisfied. Another 17 

percsnt were ”neutral“ in their assessment of NYCH-IXS, neither satisfied nor 
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dissatisfied. Less than seven percent indicated they were dissatisfied or T ery dissatisfied 

n-ith the sire. 

Table 24 
Overall Satisfaction with NYCHANIS 

Extremely Satisfied 
Very Satisfied 
Satisfied 
Neutral 
Dissatisfied 
Very Dissatisfied 
N 
Total 

At least Very Satisfied 
At least Satisfied 
Dissatisfied or Very Dissatisfied 

Source: NYCHANIS user survey 

6.1 
31.6 
38.3 
17.3 

5.1 
1.5 

196.0 

37.8 
76.0 
6.6 

There is little difference in the incidence of satisfaction among different types of 

users. Table 25 compares the percentage of respondents in various categories who w r e  

satistied; very satisfied, or extremely satisfied with NCYH-AXIS. Few notable differences 

show up. The only statisticall?- significant difference is that respondents who use 

NYCH-UiIS on a monthly or weekly basis are more likely to be satisfied than less 

frequent users. The table also shows that respondents with the hishest rates of satisfaction 

are academics, students, and personnel from financial institutions and nonprofit housing 

providers. The least satisfied r o u p  is comprised of individuals who used KYCHAKIS 

out of personal interest and not as part of their mTork. 
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Table 25 
Percentage of Survey Respondents at Least Satisfied With NYCHANIS Overall 

Percent 
- Satisfied 

Affiliation 
Financial Institution 
Academic 
Student 
Nonprofit Citywide and Neighborhood Housing Providers 
Advocacy 
For Profit Housing Group 
Other 
Government 
Consultants 
Individual 

As e 
Under 20 
20 to 29 
30 to 39 
40 to 49 
50 to 59 
60 and older 

Sex 
Female 
Male 

Education 
Some College (no degree) 
BA 
MA 
Ph.D. 
J.D. 
Otk,er 

Frequency of Use* 
Weekly 
Monthly 
Quarterly 
Once or Twice a Year 

100.0 
87.0 
83.3 
81.3 
71.4 
71.4 
66.7 
66.7 
63.2 
57.1 

89.0 
73.5 
72.7 
74.3 
66.7 
66.7 

72.6 
70.5 

Note: * denotes statistically significant difference at 99% confidence level. 
Source: NYCHANIS user survey. 

75.0 
61.8 
75.0 
75.0 
88.0 
87.5 

88.9 

75.0 
55.9 

78.7 

Total 
Respondents 
in C a t e c z  

7 
23 
24 
16 
7 
7 

24 
27 
19 
42 

5 
49 
44 
35 
45 
18 

84 
112 

20 
55 
84 
20 

9 
8 

18 
47 
72 
59 
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Perceived Strengths and Weaknesses 

In two open-ended questions, the survey asked respondents to identify what they 

see as AYCHAXIS‘s main strengths and weaknesses.’ As for the strenghs of 

hYCHXYIS, most respondents emphasized the breadth of data it provides. Kearly 60 

percent of the respondents mho answered this question (1 11) singled out the wide array of 

data available through n C X C I S .  In addition, eight percent of the respondents 

emphasized the wealth of housing-related data that can be accessed via XYCHAhlS. In 

addition to the variety of data offered through h3-CHKXIS, nearly 11 percent of the 

respondents valued the accuracy and currency of the data. 

Another strength, pointed out by more than one-quarter of the respondents, was 

the easy, and free, access to data provided by h?iCHXSIS. Included in this category 

were such responses as --consolidated access:’ ”ease of access to information;“ Handy! 

Provides access to different kinds of information at a high 1ei:el of ganularity;” and 

“centralized location for broad range of information.” 

A closely related strength: mentioned by 14 percent of the respondents, was 

h3-CH-4SIS’s ease of use. Smaller percentages of the respondents singled out as 

strengths h3-CH.WIS’s mapping and GIs features (seven percent), the ability to analyze 

and displaS- data at a variety of geogaphic scales (seven percent): the ability to 

manipulate andjor customize data (three percent) and the ability to display data in a 

variety of formats (three percent). 

The most frequent criticism of hYCH.4KIS, by far, concerned the difficulty of 

learning to use the system and inadequate ease of use. Of the 76 respondents who 

’ See also .Appendis B for additional comments and criticisms raised by the sun-ey rsspondents. 
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identified specific n-eaknesses, 46 percent focused on different aspects of the user 

interface. A sampling of specific comments in this area: 

[XYCHAKIS is] daunting for [the] fnst time user and so [there is] not much 
incentive to come back to it and spend time fipring out how to use it. 

Kon-intuitive interface. Insufficient interface "intelligence"-meaning that once a 
geogaphy is selected it should know what's available at that geography and 
what's not. 

\\"nile the basics aren't all that hard to master. . . more advanced techniques 
such as customized geographies etc. are fairly tough. Frankly, no one could 
accuse NYCHAXIS of being intuitive or user friendly. Overall its "weakness" is 
that it s designed for Policy and Urban Development wonks who already- k n o ~  
how to use it and what all of these carefully parsed categories indicate. Since it 
could be such a great resource for folks like me (grant writer for an anti-poverty 
non-profit who is always in need of information and statistics re: populations and 
neighborhoods that are hard to track). I think that more time, energy: and money 
should so into trainingsireconfigurations to make it more accessible. 

Have to use it several times to really understand what to look for and how to gain 
the most benefit from it. 

Hard to use. Took me a long time to fi,pre out how to use c.itywide data 

Slightly cumbersome interface 

Interface is difficult to use. Organization of data and creation of tables and graphs 
is confusing. It is hard to get the output of data in the correct form. 

The weakness is the format. It's not exactly user friendly. Its interface could 
defmitely be improt-ed. 

I've been a computer professional for all my working life (about 40 years) and 
I'ce used PC s extensively both professionally and personally since the early SOs. 
Despite these qualifications, I cannot get hYCH.4YIS to work. The concept is 
exciting the execution shoddy. TJou need to re-address your user interfaces. 

Information provided is somewhat jargon-laden making it less accessible to the 
layman. 

The use ofthe system to extract information is not very user-hendly. It would 
take somebody with GIS t);pe knowleddge to use it and most people don't have that 
level of computer expertise lvith t h s  t>?e of sofht-are setup. I tried to used the 
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database mice but gave up on it because it took to long to fi,we out and it 
appears that maps and tables are not so quick and easy to create. 

A second criticism, offered by 11 percent, concerned the kinds of data provided 

by the system. Several respondents commented on the lack of longitudinal data, limiting 

YYCKLYIS's utility for time series analysis. Other respondents would like XCHXVIS 

to cover additional topics, including medical and health data. 

A third weakness; also cited by 11 percent of the respondents: had to do with 

shortcomings with I\YCHrLUIS's facility for generating, revising, and formatting maps, 

graphs, and other exhibits. Some illustrative comments in this regard: 

Hard to use and make exhibits. 

Since I often used XYCH-WIS Stats along with US Census Stats it would be 
good if I could gather them both in the same layout. I copy the stars into Excel 
and if they were laid out the same way it ~sould make it easier for me to format 
my Excel document. 

The inabilit!~ to change details of the graph on I\YC€LL\NS (sic). 

Inability to manipulate maps. 

Technological difficulties mith trjing to use the maps and graphs - sotkare steps 
provided to get specific information added to the maps and gaphs were not 
responsive or intermittently so - \TRY discouraging. 

Map creation tools are clunk;---a problem common to most internet map creation 
interfaces. 

Occasionally I find the maps too general. 

Map refresh time is painhlly slow and it is difficult to identify specific census 
tract boundaries without lots of clicking on the map. 

Even with training, I find it hard to set up charts maps etc. Ths  may also be 
because I do not attempt it on a regular basis. 
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Two other ueaknesses. technical malfunctions and the une\en availability of data at 

certain zeographic scales; were each hghlighted by eight percent of the respondents 

The technical malfunctions include a variety of complaints, some of which are more 

specific than others: 

System gves trouble to operate; you can give commands to h3-CHi4XIS and the 
system won't provide it. 

Sysrem glitches 

Slow erratic operation. 

. . .the errors thar occur in rhe system (unreliable). 

I had lots of problems -- seems very buggy. 

Some respondents wished that SYCH.41X could provide the same level of 

geographic detail for a broader range of variables. Some of the specific comments in this 

regard are as follows: 

Inflexibility of geographies (e.2. police data only available by precinct and not 
spatially matched to corresponding Community Districts etc.) 

Information I need is not at the georaphic areas I need; . .. I didn't stick xvith it 
because of geogaphic limitations on data I needed in a hurry. 

Some data is only av-ailable for some categories so creating composites takes 
mor? effort than I'd like or can t be done at all 

Some data are not available for all neighborhoods. 

'[a weakness is] t i p i n g  out which t!.pes of data are available at what level and 
mox-ing through the program to get desired outputs. 

4 few respondents, seven percent, felt h3-CHAYIS should offer users better 

documentation on the limitations of the data and more guidance for anallzing the data: 
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Lack of a "key indicators" analysis tips --- a kind of step by step "look at this use 
of data" section ... Forums don't work without hot buttons ... I suggest a monthly 
newsletter that links the xork of Policy Link'EnterpriseLISC (a couple others) to 
the data in h?r'CH;LUIS ... Why? NYC has a sustainability index of some kind 
that requires more exploration ... 
ahead of its user needs or demand is a problem to be consistently defined. 

You may need to more stronglq- warn or explain to users about the relative 
weaknesses or cautions of sample data for small areas so the data can be used 
appropriately. 

Xeed help for lowincome [users]. [It's] hard for less computer- literate users to 
access the excellent information. 

Developing data resources and user interfaces 

Does nor explain \\-ell how large the samples are for the statistics provided. 

Lack of explanation on the data. 
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Finally, 13 percent ofthe respondents pointed out several weaknesses that were 

too difhse to capture in a single catesorq-. These included observations concerning the 

nsed to make more people aware of hXCHXYIS and its data resources (i.e., inadequate 

outreach and marketing); incomplete data coverage in the neighborhood profiles (too 

many 5.4s"); inability to accommodate user data sets (Le.> ATCHrWIS cannot map or 

othenvise manipulate data provided by the user); difficulty linking data from 

h3-CH.LLI;IS with other data sets and sofhvare applications ('Labels sometime obscure 

the orisinal place code. I need those codes sometimes to link to other data and riat now I 

hme to hand-enter a "Cross~dk" between your labeled data and my other data. I either 

need a separate label file from you or I ha\:e to continue doing it myself), 

The two focus goups elicited similar comments on the strengths and weakxesses 

of Yk-CH-WIS. Participants at the focus goups for HPD and CDC staff members 

praised YKHA?JITIS for the wealth of data it provides. and the ability to produce maps 

and other output quickly and at a variety of geographic scales. Criticisms voiced at the 
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HPD focus group tended to concern h3-CHhUIS’s mapping and graphing functions, and 

the amount of time it takes to complete certain tasks. At the focus group for nonprofit 

housing and community groups, some participants felt the site was difficult to navigate, 

and lacked sufficient explanation for certain functions. Others spoke about difficulty 

transfemng maps form IiYCHAUiIS to word-processing documents, and the lack of data 

at certain geographic units of analysis. There was broad consensus that KYCHAYIS was 

a valuable resource; but too few organizations were aware of it [see Appendix A for a 

summa?’ of the two focus groups). 

TRAIYING 

WC.HLQJIS mounted three training sessions in June and July 2004: which were 

attended by a total of 53 people. Table 26 presents an overviex of the attendees in each 

session in terms of their demographic characteristics, computer skills. previous 

experience using WCHAKIS, and the capacity in which the?; use or plan to use 

A>-CHXVIS. Just over half of the attendees were thirty to fifth years old. One quarter 

were under thirty and one-fifth were over fifty, Slightly over half the attendees who 

indicated their gender xvere women. (30 of the 53 attendees did not indicate their sex on 

the questionnaire; perhaps the design of thz questionnaire caused them to overlook this 

question). Sixtyfour percent of the participants in the training sessions were nonhispanic 

Uhites and 19 percent were Asian. Blacks made up ten percent of the participants and 

Hispanics four percent. 
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Most of the participants considered their computer skills to be in the intermediate 

range. On a scale of one to ten, the average score was seven. Less than 15 percent rated 

their skills at four or below:. 

The majority of participants in the training sessions had little if any previous 

experience with h?iCHANIS. More than one-third of the participants had never tried to 

use NYCHAXS and nearly half had used it only once or twice. Only 17 percent of the 

participants had used the system three or more times. 

The participants use. or plan to use, hYCH.;LUIS in a diverse range of capacities. 

The single largest group, accounting for nearly a quarter of all attendees, worked in 

government. Individuals affiliated with nonprofit or for-profit housing organizations 

accounted for 17 percent of the attendees, followed by academics, who accounted for 15 

percent. Ssventeen percent of the participants desiaated their capacity as "other." They 

included, among other occupations, journalists. community organizers, and tour guides. 

The participants were asked several questions about their satisfaction with the 

training sessions. The responses were very positive across the board, as indicated in 

Table 17. When asked to rate on a five-point scale how helpful the session \\:as, more 

than one-quarter s a w  it the highest ratins,, saying the session was "very helpful." r\n 

additional -10 percent gave the session the next-highest rating. Only six percent felt the 

session was less than "moderatel>- helpful." 

Participants were asked to rate their satisfaction with the content of the training 

session and with the quality of the instruction, both on a ten-point scale. The median 

rating in each dimension was eight points. 

0 
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Table 26 
Overview of NYCHANIS Training Session Participants 

Total Participants 

Age (percent distribution) 
Under 30 
30 to 50 
Older than 50 

Sex 
Female 
Male 

Race 
White 
Black 
Hispanic 
Asian 
Other 

Computer Skills (rated from 1 to 10) 
Less than 5 
5 - 7  
8 - 1 0  
Median 

Prior Use of NYCHANIS 
None 
Once or Twice 
Three to Five 
Six to Ten 
More than Ten 

Organizational Affiliation 
Nonprofit Community based housing group 
Nonprofit citywide housing group 
For-profit housing group 
Civic group 
Advocacy Group 
Academic 
Financial Institution 
Government 
Student 
Individual 
Other 
Source: NYCHANIS training session evaluation forms 

7/15 7/13 6/24 Total 

11 23 19 53 

27.3 13.0 36.8 24.5 
54.5 69.6 36.8 54.7 
18.2 17.4 26.3 20.8 

33.3 77.8 50.0 56.5 
66.7 22.2 50.0 43.5 

54.5 57.1 77.8 64.0 
0.0 14.3 0.0 10.0 
9.1 4.8 11.1 4.0 

36.4 19.0 11.1 20.0 
0.0 4.8 0.0 2.0 

27.3 0.0 21.1 14.0 
36.4 45.0 36.8 42.6 
36.4 55.0 26.3 42.6 
7.0 8.0 8.0 7.0 

45.5 39.1 27.8 36.5 
18.2 52.2 55.6 46.2 
18.2 4.3 0.0 5.8 
0.0 0.0 11.1 3.8 

18.2 4.3 5.6 7.7 

9.1 4.3 10.5 7.5 
9.1 4.3 5.3 5.7 
0.0 4.3 5.3 3.8 

18.2 4.3 0.0 5.7 
0.0 4.3 5.3 3.8 
0.0 17.4 21.1 15.1 
0.0 0.0 5.3 1.9 

18.2 30.4 15.8 22.6 
18.2 4.3 5.3 7.5 
18.2 4.3 10.5 9.4 
9.1 21.7 15.8 17.0 
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With respect to the content of the training sessions, less than 16 percent of the 

participants rated their satisfaction at five points or less, and 28 percent rated it at nine 

points or h iaer .  Less than 20 percent of the participants rated their satisfaction with the 

quality of instruction at five points or less and 38 percent rated it at nine points or above 

In another indicator of satisfaction, S-1 percent of the participants felt the session had 

improved their ability to use h3-CH.L\NISI and 90 percent said they would recommend 

the session for colleagues. 

Table 27 
Satisfaction With NYCHANIS Training Sessions 

7il5 7/13 6i24 

Satisfaction with Content of Training Session (Rated from 1 to I O )  - 
(percent distribution) 
1 to 4 0.0 4.8 
5 to 7 18.2 42.9 
8 to 10 81.8 52.4 
Median 8.0 8.0 

Satisfaction with Quality of Instruction (Rated from 1 to I O )  
1 to4  0.0 4.8 
5 to 7 0.0 42.9 
8 to 10 100.0 52.4 
Median 9.0 7.5 

Helpfulness of  Training Session (Rated from 0 to 5) 
0 (Not at all Helpful) 0.0 0.0 
1 (Slightly Helpful) 0.0 9.1 
2 0.0 0.0 
3 (Moderately Helpful) 10.0 27.3 
4 30.0 36.4 
5 (Very Helpful) 60.0 27.3 
Median 5.0 4.0 

5.3 
52.6 
42.1 

7.0 

5.3 
52.6 
42.1 

8.0 

0.0 
5.3 
0.0 

31.6 
52.6 
10.5 
4.0 

Total 

3.9 
41.2 
54.9 
8.0 

6.0 
28.0 
66.0 

8.0 

0.0 
5.9 
0.0 

25.5 
41.2 
27.5 
4.0 

Do you feel you are better able to use NYCHANIS as a result of this session? 
Yes 100 95.2 94.7 96.1 
No 0 4.8 5.3 3.9 

Would you recommend this training session for your colleagues? 
Yes 90.9 90.9 89.5 90.4 
No 9.1 9.1 10.5 9.6 
Source: NYCHANIS training session evaluation forms. 
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CONCLUSIOSS 

-4lthough the system took longer to develop than originally anticipated, 

h;YCH2LVIS quickly became a major source of data on housing and community 

conditions in Xew York City: attracting several thousand users \\:ithin a few weeks of its 

completion in January 3004. By- the end of September, 2004, more than 5,000 individuals 

had s i p e d  on to use \YCH.XXIS, and the system registered nearly 16,000 sessions- 

about nine thousand of which last for more than one minute and invol\:ed more than three 

page views. 

NI-CKIXIS has had much more success as a searchable Internet-based data 

resource with mapping and graphic capabilities than as a forum for discussion and 

information on housing policy and prog-ams. Althouzh hI’CH.LUIS was originally 

scheduled to convene six virtual “Town Hall” discussions with the Commissioner of Yew 

York City’s Department of Housing Preservation and Development, turnover in the 

Commissioner position and problems with the sofkare application selected for the on- 

line discussions caused WCH.AYIS to hold just one Town Hall, and that did not take 

place until September 22. The delay in starting up the virtual Town Hall discussions mal: 

have contributed to the lack of activity seen by WCH-LVIS‘s topical bulletin boards. Of 

the 13 bulletin boards set up in STCH.L\IS‘s -‘Information Exchange,” the only one to 

experience any use at all concerned YYCHAKIS itself: the 12 bulletin boards that 

focused on specific programs and policy issues remained inactive throuhout the 

evaluation period. 
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hYCHAYIS has attracted a wide variety of people; a majority of whom are 

individuals Xvho have used NYCH.kVIS out of personal interest and not in connection to 

their employment or occupation. Nonprofit housing providers, the primary intended 

market for hT-CHAk\IS> account for four percent of all registered users, amounting to 

200 peopls. 

Csers downloaded all but 18 of\YCH.LKIS's 1:395 data indicators during the 

system's first nine months of operation. Most often, I\YCH.LXIS is used to obtain data 

on demographics and population, housing values, and the housing stock. L3-CHASTS 

was used most frequently for research reports and market anal1:sis. Other common uses 

include advocacy, student projects, grant proposal, real estate development proposals, 

po l iq  memos, and program planning. 

h large majority of users are satisfied with n C H A K I S .  Only a small percentage 

of the respondents in the user surveq- expressed dissatisfaction v d h  the system. Howel-er, 

most respondents are only moderately satisfied. While many users praise YYCH-VJIS for 

the wide array of data it provides, a substantial portion have difficulty with the site's user 

interface and cish it would be simpler and more intuitive to navigate. 
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List of Interviews 

0 Scott Mastelion, Project Manager, Bowne Management Systems; Inc.., October 1,2004 

Caroline Bhalla, hTCH.4XS Project Director, October 8,2004 

Michael Schill, former Director of the Furman Center for Real Estate and Urban Policy, 

Kew York University School of Law, October 7 ,  2004 

Denise Previti, Former hTCKGiIS  Project Director, September 27: 2004 
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APPEXDIX A-1 

XYCHA4XIS Evaluation 
Dept. of Housing Presen ation and De\ elopment 

Focus Group Summary Sotes 

September 28.2004 

DescriDtion of Particioants 

7 participants (4 female and 3 male) attended the focus goup to describe their 
experiences with the IiYCHANIS website. 

Various functional a rea  of the department were present. The participants represented 
the 1) Technical Semices, 2)  Resource De~~elopment, 3 )  GIS, 4) Housing Finance, 5 )  
Housing Education Services and 6) Communications sections. 

The level of computer skills and familiarit?. with mapping applications also varied 
&om experienced users to novices. 

HPD staff used the website as a resource to assist in Commissioner presentations, 
community outreach activities, brochure development and to field requests from 
reporters. 

XI1 participants used the nebsite at least twice Two people used it more than fil-e 
times. 

As a general note regarding HPD: there are approximately 100 resistered users of 
hi-CHXXIS and HPD also provided a training session earlier in the year attended by 
about 40 staff members. 

Exoeriences with XCH.-IIVIS website 

Generally, the program was viewed as well organized and user-friendly. Other 
adjectives that were used to describe KYCHAXS include easy-to-use, helpful, 
coni-enient and reliable. 

Most people used the website to acc.ess raxq- data and create maps. To a lesser extent, 
the participants were familiar with the table and gaphing functions. 

Overall, it was \iewed as a sood source for data but not used extensivel.; for other 
capabilities. 

HPD staff employed trial and error to familiarize themselves with h3'CHANIS. The.; 
expressed that a ~villingness to play around and previous familiarity with mapping 
applications were nseded to effectivel?- use the website. One participant reported that 
la?men (e.g.. reporters) had trouble using the website. 
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Only 3 people were aware of the existence of the Information Exchange module. First 
mover apprehension may be at work. Also, HPD staff did not have the ability to 
participate in website chats. 

The goup ageed that YYCHKXIS is easier to use than Infoshare, faster than the 
U S .  Census website and more flexible that the Dept. of Planning's website. 

Likes 

Overall, the mapping function was well received. It was identified as a helpfd 
intermediate tool to recognize broad patterns. 

The group liked the categorization of data that XYCH.UTS provided. However, most 
users accessed the data and expofled it for analysis in other software packages. 

The group viexed the ability to goup the data by community districts, 
neighborhoods and subboroughs as important. 

0 
The help function n-as deemed as adequate technology that effectively categorized the 
information. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Dislikes 

One participant experienced performance issues with the redraw hnction while 
mappins. 

The address search \\-as initially discredited because it did not successfully locate 
HPD's office. Once it failed on this simple test, staff did not trust future results. 

The amount of time and pages to navizate to arrive at desired information was 
deemed too long. 

A few participants noted that the sl~stem automatic.ally logged them off or rejected the 
user during a session. 

The data reference information took too long to load. 

Xei@borhood profiles are difficult to locate, 

The system did not provide the ability to adjust labels while using the graphing 
function. Subsequently, the user exported the data and utilized Excel for display 
purposes. 
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HPD staff would like to be able to search for data at a finer level of detail. Block and 
Lot information were specifically mentioned. (Obviously. this depends upon data 
availability) 

Participants also recommended the creation of shortcuts to the data and the addition 
of “plain English” search capability. 

According to the focus group, future opportunities for trainins would be helpful 

The addition of 1) zoning code; 2) market rent and 3 j  home sales (+ of units and 
average sales price) data was requested. 

The r o u p  questioned the need for a log-in type of system and suggested open access. 

HPD staff noted that there is no way to contact hTCK4KIS via telephone for 
assistance with the progam. 

The participants reported that there was a lukewarm reception by city officials to the 
idea of maintaining YYCHX\TS within the HPD. 
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APPEXDIX A-2 

NYCHAMS Evaluation 
i2ssociation for Xeighborhood and Housing Development 

Focus Group Summary h-otes 

October 1.2004 

Descriation of Particiaants - 
i participants (2 female and 5 male) attended the focus group to describe their 
experiences with the Nl-CHAKIS website. 

Representatives from Xeighborhood Housing Senices of Jamaica, Fordham Bedford 
Housing Corporation, \TP Community Services, Lkiversity Neighborhood Housing 
Program and the Association for Keighborhood and Housing Development were 
present. They work as grant writers, organizers, trainers, deputy executives: real 
estate developers and policy analysts. 

AhXD member organizations have used the website for a variety of reasons. 
Participants mentioned that 17-CH.kVIS assisted in traclung data, educating City 
Council members, lobbying the private sector (banks), preparing grant proposals and 
for completing loan packages, lines of credit and market analysis. 

Four people used the xebsite more than fire times. Only two individuals used it less 
than five times. One person attended a YYCH-UIS training session. 

Emeriences with YYCH.4YIS website 

01-erall, the focus group participants felt very positive about the website. They felt 
the progam \\:as a great resource to create "quick and dirty" maps and that it is 
reasonably easy to use for those with moderate computer skills. Experience with GIS 
programs as well as the Stnie of Xew York Housing Report was advised. 

Most people used the website to create maps and produce graphs for neighborhood 
comparisons and longitudinal analysis. To a lesser extent; the participants were 
familiar with the table function. 

Popular datasets include: 1 )  land use patterns; 2) housing quality, 3 )  sub-prime 
lending, 1) foreclosure rate, 5 )  housing tqpe, 6) income levels and 7) rents. 

Only 1 person had used the hformation Exchange module. No one knew of the 
"Tonm Hall" presentation with the HPD Commissioner but many would have been 
interested if informed of its occurrence. 

The website was +ired as easier to use than other sites such as the Census because 
of its self-evident gaphic display. Also, it \vas regarded as more in depth than 
Infoshare. 
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Likes 

Generally, the website met or exceeded the expectations of the focus group 
participants. They liked the fact that the site &\res community groups electronic 
access to a wide cariety of timely data. 

The group categorized the website’s performance as fast. 

Usinz L l\?iCHANS made it easier to contince HPD staff of the reliability and validity 
of the data during presentations. Participants liked the fact that the information found 
on the website was from a trusted and credible source. 

XTCHAXIS was described as having a nice look because of its logical visual 
representation of data and functions. 

Most of the people recommended hTCHXVIS to their colleagues 

Dislikes 

One participant thought the website was difficult to navigate and that there was 
perhaps too much information present. 

The lack of exposure and publicity of the LT’CHANIS was seen as a negative. In fact; 
someone thouat  the site was still in the beta testing phase. 

The goup  felt that more detailed explanation of some functions is needed. 

Some noted that the website has trouble comparing data that isn’t available for the 
same geopphq- across variables. 

Neighborhood profiles are difficult to locate. 

The representative from h?IS had trouble with graphing some information from a 
table. 411 data appeared in thz table but some was missing on the graph. Also, the title 
only allon?s for alphanumeric characters and \vi11 not allow dashes or other synbols. 

Other comments 

a 

Some participants expressed the desire to import and map external data 

The ability to export maps in order to print in larger formats is desired 

Better publicity ofATCH.AXIS and electronic notification of updates was suggested. 
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The addition datasets such as 1) + of units; 2) +! of stories, 3) affordability levels, 4) 
appraisal value and 5 )  market value was requested. 

Detailed data on a block and lot basis would be helpful along with the ability to select 
blocks, lots and census tracts for analysis. 

An instruction manual that can be downloaded to user’s desktops should be added 
to the website. 
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APPENDIX B 

Comments and Suggestions from the Nk'CHX\IS User Survey 
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This uppendiu proiides verbatim responses in the iVYCHANS user survey to an optional item 
inviting cominents. questions, or criticism. All responses are direct quotations, with spelling 
errors corrected as iiecessan'~ 

Enjoyed the town hall session on 9/23. 

For 12 years I have worked at HPD on the L T C  Housing and Vacancy Survey;Report. I 
provide the Census Bureau with the addresses'apartment names of stabilized controlled 
apartments as well as those regulated by HUD? the Loft Board YYCHX etc. In so doing I 
haw extensive experience with City Planning s geographic information system. I also do a 
lot of work preparing the tables and charts for the report. I use low-level progamming code 
(VB.4:) to senerate tables from the raw data and LX'ord Perfect to do the graphics. I also am 
involved in preparing grant proposals based on small area [Census tract-levelj 
demographics. For this I use American Fact Finder to get the Census data and 
MAPTITLDE to do the thematic maps. I congratulate you for your effort to develop an 
"integrated" or "seamless" tool for anal>-sts but it is something that I feel I do not need. I 
am happy with the tools I already have. 

Goodluck. 

Good work! 

I have filled in the mandatory answers so );ou'll get this messase, but the fact is I don t use 
hTCH.1NIS because I can t make it nork. 

Honestly: I accessed it once after reading an article (in the hTT?) and exercised ml- 
curiosity by looking at different data. I do not use the data in my work (software quality 
assurance) in any way. 

I am a property tax administration person \Tho uses the site for information as to what things 
have been done. 

I expect that m); responses may change somewhat after attending YYCH.AXIS training. 

I know that my responses were a little wacky. I don t really need your site for my work 
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since I'm confined to Morris county NJ. but I thought your site was fantastic and have sent 
a link to other people. 

I think that I\YCHANIS needs to develop "issue areas" that provide examp1es;templates for 
how the data and maps can be used to answer questions or present options for describing 
issues that can be applied to varying lewls of geography. A great ongoing class project. 
If would also be good to give examples as to how the data can be manipulated via common 
software to answer describe explain issues that h;YCHA4NIS is not equipped to handle. 

I think that this is a fabulous resowce that just needs a little fine-tuning (and/or training and 
PR) in order to become more widely accessible. Am very gatefid that it exists. that it's free 
and that Caroline is so enthusiastic, competent and helpful. Thanks so much to all of the 
many foks who work to bring us WCHKVIS. 

I used hTCKAYIS for a project on Flushing for a Race Immigration and KYC class and it 
was such a helpful tool. I was surprised anything this detailed and informational had been 
created. It seems to be a huge undertaking and I was very impressed not to mention gateful 
it exists. Thank you. 

I've used h7iCXkYIS rather little but actually more often recommend it to others seeking 
information I cannot rsadily provide-- i.e. by zip code or by r o u p s  of census tracts. 

I will try to use the s>-stem more often. Unfortunately; I was not able to attend an 
informationa1:product knowledge R'CH.INIS provided earlier this year but I am happy to 
know that there is another great resowce to find information when I need it. Thanks. 

I xx:ould like to sse nCH-AKIS haxz workshop or presentations in our community hstricts. 
I especiall!: would like to extent an invitation to our community district 1 general meeting or 
one of our committees. 

0 

0 

Information Technology has a tendency to move ahead of user demand. The problem with 
data driven aryment is it tends to go blind on social change factors. You might call these 
factors the exceptions that make the rule. The old saying about lies damned lies and stats is 
funny because of the truth in it. If the above is understood hTCHAKIS will make room 
for various forms of social advocacy \+<thin the site. The inherent challenge of database 
backed websites is to build the capacity to foc.us new instruments of change. 

It s a great site- I wish more folks knew about it. 

it s a very useful resource-->-ou just have to get the word out!! 

Keep up the good xork - h?iCH.QiIS is a useful site and one that can only get better with 
time. 

0 

0 Ma!-be there s a way to get more publicity for this in the news or in local neighborhood 
newspapers. 
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Please offer additional trainings. 

hYCHAYIS is a terrific project that warrants continued support from Commerce. 

hYCH-WIS is a very worthy tool pls. keep up the fine work. 

Sorry; I haven t used it XTery muc.h so I don't knoiv how helpful my comments are. 

Thank you for making this service available to us. 

Thank you for providing such a great tool to the public, 

The concept of allowing easy access to various level of data is a good one. work on making 
the interface more usable and the download of data quicker. Trying to get data out of 
hTCHANIS to join to my owm GIS shapes is a Herculean effort most of the time to no 
avail. 
the neighborhood and parcel level using existing City Planning files. 

This is a tremendously important resource to my work as CEO of a nonprofit organization. 

This is first year of start up. Plan to use extensicel>- in future. 

You should also think about using available information to bring thmgs down to 

Well done. 

When I first tried hYCHXVIS I was turned of by how cumbersome it was an dhow little 
data \vas available that wasn't just as readily available elsewhere. I had hoped that by this 
time the site would have improved. But I tried it again recently and found no significant 
improvement. 
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